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COLLIN'S BODY

ADMINISTRATION

BORNE TLTF1DUGH

SOOH WILL MAKE

TO END STRIKES
Preparations .For Legisla- -.
tive and Executive Action
Are Believed to Be Near-i.n- g
Completion,
READY
TO BE INTRODUCED

MEASURESARE

That the

Out

Pro-cra-

m

Is Being Threshed
on the Presidential

Yacht Mayflower,
Frrsa.)

(By The rfMociuted
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Is
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Dublin, Aug. 27 (by tho Assoimposing
ciated
Tress). With
of Mimilitary honor, tho body warrior
Ireland's
chael Collins,
statesman, was borne this evening
through the streets of Dublin and
nlared on a catafalque before the
main altar of the great cathedral.
Here tomorrow a solemn requiem
mass will bo celebrated for the
repose of his soul.
of
total suspension
Sunday's
civic aotivities permitted the people to render unrestrictedlyof their
their
homage to the memory
beloved leader.
The war of hate and ambush
goes on. Today's newspapers reproduce a striking portrait of
Collins from a painting made by
Sir John Lavory as a memento
of the signing of the treaty beHe
tween Ireland and England.
is seen sitting with folded arms,
his handsome, intellectual face in
repose, his manner debonair. Un- derneath are printed complete
tails of what the news editor calls
"Dublin's Latest Shocking Sensa- tion.'

Probe of Association
Railway Executives.
(It

Tb

PRICK MVE CENTS.

REPUBLICANS IN

lllllll

of

Aaaoriattd Preaa.)

of

hs

i

s
Saturday afternoon,
of delegates headed by Eicut.
Governor W. II. Duckworth walk- cd out of Hie convention, and a
new call lias been sent out summoning delegates from all precincts of the county to another
convention next. Saturday.
A nniir riot was precipitated
at
the outset of the convention
afternoon when Chairman
It. E. Itnwells was charged with
and arbitrary
using autocratic
power to force the convention
procedure to suit a certain section of the county organization.
The chairman lost all control of
the delegates anil bedlam broke
loose.
Shouts of "steam roller"
came from all parts of tho
crowded court room, where the
comentinn was held.
Opposition to Judge Rowells as
chairman was apparent at the
opening nf the convention, and a
hut clash of debate preceded tho
selection ot ti e credentials com
mittee in whose hands was to
rest lh seating of tho delegates.
convention
Those, who left the
and have formed an Independent
wing claim that all power was
irbitrarily taken away from the
convention and that tho voting
strength of the convention was
ignored.
Committees were selected by
the chairman without ratification
of the convention as a whole, it
"'88 el'a''feTi ',an .,V(,t",R ;hy pnoxy
was
protests were
overruled.
s
Not until
of the
delegates and spectators had left
tho convention was order restored, following which Geo. McLean was renamed chairman and
delegates to ihe state convention
selected.
Tho wing of the county organization which left convention Sattoannounced
urday afternoon
night two separate delegations
would go from Curry county to
the state convention and the contest would be fought out there.
"W. A. Havener, Geo. McLean,
R. N. Downie. It. E. Rowells, Dr.
F. Srnithson
Sharp, and John
were named as delegates to state
convention.
three-fourth-

the central

strike committee for the Metropolitan district, to Albeit B. Cummins,
chairman of the interstate commerce committee of the senate.
After suggesting that the comV
mittee investigate the association
to tbe present
"in its relation
shonmen's strike nnrl nf 11s or-- !
The S. S.
ganization and activities in gen
eral." tho telegram continued;
has
"This group of individuals
The largest Italian line in
effecfhally prevented a settlement commission und referred to as
of the railway strike, even when "the palace of the seas," has Just
such a settlement was urgently re arrived in New York on her
quested by the president of the
United States and agreed upon by
the union involved."
Asserting that the rejection of
mediation proposals by the rail?
way executives did not represent
the opinion of a majority, the telegram added:
"Tho evidence is overwhelming
TO C
that the proceedings of this association hare, for the past year,
been manipulated and controlled,
contrary to the, best interests of
the railroads and the public, by
T. DeWitt Cuyler and I.. F. Loree.
An examination of the individual
members of this organization on Tenth of Their Income Is
the witness stand would reveal a
situation that would startle the
Requested by the Board of
country and prove of inestlmahleJ

NOT ABANDONED

of the Dele- -'
BY FINANCIERS
Walk
Out,
Claiming;
'gates
Roller
Methods
Steam
Indications As to the Trend
Were Being Used.
or Business and Upmions
When
Clovis. N. M.. Aug. 27.
to Fall Prospects Show
as
started in tbe
steam roller tacth-republican county convention here
Diversity,
Three-Fourt-

York, Aug. 27. Investigation of the' Association of Hallway
Executives by the United States
senate as directly responsible for
the failure to end the railroad
shopmen's strike was suggested in
a telegram tent today by John J.

chairman

SETTLEMENT IS

AT CONVENTION

New;

Dowd,

HOP E OF STRIKE

CURRY CO. SPLIT

S

Placed on a Catafalque Chairman of Central Committee Suggests Senate

Before the Main Altar of
the Cathedral; Requiem
Mass Today.

EDITION

1922

Largest Italian Liner Arrives
In New York on Maiden Voyage

PROLONG STRIKE

DOBLINSTREETS

KNOWNITS PLAN

It Is Believed

RAILROAD HEADS

CITY

Sat-uiil.-

4

i
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MflUC A lADfiC
VOLUME OF FREIGHT

Adverse Development in the
European Situation Has
Affected the Grain and
Cotton Markets,

New York Aug. 27 (by the
Washington, Aug. 27 (by the AsGuilio Cesare steaming into New York harbor.
Press). Both indications
sociated Tress.) The exact scope
as to the trend of business and
o the administration's policy in
maiden
is
She
to
rooms
of
in
22,657
Louis
are
XIV
voyage.
finance, and opinions as to fall
ing
dealing with tho rail and coal
gross tonnage and each of her Louis XVI style. The, "palace"
prospects, have shown marked diitself
reveal
to
is
expected
stuterooms are of different de- attracted unusual interest on its
strikes
versity during the past week. Setas
result
next
a
within the
few days
tlement of the soft coal strike is
sign. Lounges, salons and din- arrival.
of preparations for legislative and
generally expected to be reflected
in a sharp gain In production, a
executive fiction whicTi appeared
figure as high as nine million tons
WILL ASK A WRIT TO
tonight to be nearing completion,
a week being mentioned as likely
the" emergency legisla-- 1
S
to be realized in the immediate fuPREVENT SEIZURE OF
tion to be definitely urged upon
ture. On the other hand, it is pointcongress will include a presidential
LAND
OF
ACRES
1,217
ed out that
the government's
to take over and
authorization
scheme of priority must remain In
operate rail and ' coal properties
h Amuclnted I'roM.)
l
(R.t
force
some
for
BY
time, particularly
was a question that still remained
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 27. Ketel-sa- n
AND
until tho needs of the northwest
unanswered, but it was indicated SEA
merGerman
and
Degetau,
have
been
care
of so that the
taken
that administration officials probchant' firm of Chihuahua City, will
steel Industry is likely to feel the
ably would soon make a final deof
writ
to
obtain
endeavor
a
amparb
restriction Imposed by fuel shortcision on the point.
in the federal court in Juarez in 6n
age for some weeks to come.
USED TO
In some quarters it was be
effort to - prevent . expropriation of
The 20 per cent Increase In steel
arm
the
to
lieved that the proposal
land
1.217 ares of rich
ranch
wages meanwhile is interpreted as
executive with tnese emergency
east
miles
near
Guadalupe,
thirty
Indicating that steel manufacturer
powers would be finally threshed
of Juarez, It was announced today. New
Instructors Are Well
expect to be able to dispose nf all
over among the leaders who are
of the expropriation de.Notice
their available production this fall
on
week
his
with Tresident Harding
Ice
Plant
Recommended;
"Officii"
in
the
was
cree
at favorable prices, a conclusion
published
. ,
,
......
mid cruise dowrf the Tqtomac, and
to
6.
is
land
The
Be
to
Used
which
is reinforced by tho present
By Diary" August
'
Bishops
wnn Large uapacuy is
that a definite announcement of
r
be distributed
among citizens of
restricted scale of operations ns
road Industry and to the public at
policy would follow the return of Details of a
Movement.
Installed.
Centenary
Guiidalupc, under tho agrarian act
compared with tho rate of activity
Harrowing voy- large."
the presidential yacht' Mayflower
which provides that large estates
during the spring and early sumThose in the
Commenting on the telegram,
tornorrow morning.
Pacific
Across
Aaanclnted
reasonXbs
Treat.)
at
sold
and
to
Jmiftonl.)
cut
(By
mer. Whether or not steel prices
Tbe
be
must
age
up
(Sptclnl
Chairman DoW said:
president's confidence said before
to
27.
An
will rise materially above present'
able
Aug.
Chicago,
appeal
In
27.
K.
prices.
Threi
M., Aug.
Itoswell,
Are Told By Crew of four
'There never can be peace
he left here for tho cruise last
The German firm began purchaslevels, however, remain to be seen.
new faculty officers have been adthe rnilroad Industry while the As- all Methodists to donate a tenth of
night that although he, still bein
in the Juarez valley
Car Shortage Inevitable.
Masted Schooner.
sociation of Railway Executives their income to meet the crisis ing land added
lieved industrial peace would be
As far as the railroad strike !
tract by tract until ded this season to the academic
878 and
caused by the forces which have decontinues to exist.
restored without resort to governNew
of
Mexico
the
at
staff
Military
owned
It
wide
a
financial quarters have
concerned,
AMiifliitfd
beginning
strip
TreM.)
to threaten
(By The
civilzatioii
"Here is a uriion more danger clared
ment operation, he was inclined to
not entirely abandoned hope of- a
ten miles east of Juarez, Instituta here. They are Captain
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 27.
than any labor union could'is made by board of bishops of Zuragoza,
feel that as a precautionary meassettlement and do not seem alarmThis now is the Mfciirice G. Fulton, Captain C. Euvoyage ever be.
the Methodist Episcopal church in to Guadalupe.
ure he should be given full au- Details of a harrowing which
ed over the prospect of a finish
sea
across the Paeif'e during
beagricultural land on the gene Hull and Captain WlUiaii H.
"The members of this Inner an open letter to the ministry and richest
thority to act before congress
this
if
Mexican
the
side
of
river
'
I
fight. Car loading statistics show
Levin.
were
capsharks
kill'
birds
and
the
recess.
to
j
out
open
establish
are
circle
its
membership,
contemplated
gins
at approxithat the roads are continuing to
tured to replenish the larder when shop on American railroads.
Captain Fulton has been assistThe funds, it is explained, would vicinity and is valued
Members of Party.
move a volume of freight comparwere
ant professor English at Indiana
Methodist centenary mately $200 an acre.
In addition to Secretary Hoover starvation seemed d Imminent
"It is four weeks now since this be used by the
schooner union
ing favorably with the best per.
when the
'
Since movement. ' The append says the
university for three years. He haa
defied tho nation.
and Attorney General Daugherty. told
formanccs of the year. Or! the
out
of
123
WilWam
H. Smith,
had wide experience as a teacher,
days
It has closed the door upon demand is urgent ana that "the SECRETARY HUGHES IS
two of the cabinet members whip
then
other
hand it is recognized that a
was
towed
an
been
of
Solomon
islands,
instructor
EngFaisi,
having
have been particularly active in Into
any possibility of peace. It Is this destiny of the worlcj hinges upon
car shortage during the fall is InSPEEDING SOUTHWARD lish at the Universities of Michiport here late today.
The destiny of Chrisis beyond all pub- Christianity.
union
one
that
shaping the government's course
evitable.
On board were seven Ions haired lic control.
gan, Illinois and at Davidson colj
tianity hinges largely upon Proi
during the strike period, theon presArguing from the increase
(By The Aaaarfntril Prm.)
the men comprising tho Crew, Capt.
lege in North Carolina. He Is well
testantism. The destiny of
ident was accompanied
wages in the coal aid stee' indue,
the
Jensen
Nels
and
Peter
On
skipper's
known as an author of English
Boatd Steamship
Cummins
will be largely influencIS
Mayflower by. Chairman commerce
tries, which are symptomatic of a
wife and four children, fhe youngand has published In
ed by Methodism's failure or" suc- ca, Vja Naval wireless, lug. it. of the" senate Interstate
test
shortage of common labor nvd thft.
months old
cess at this time."
Steaming tIii'o..t;tt a smooth irni- - addition an anthologj on "Southcommittee, who already has drafted
on
at
hlgher prices of coal and steel
Food
board
steamSydney.
ern Life in Southern Letters" 'and
isf signed by mer sea the shipping board
The
which
I
letter,
L
for introduction In tRe senate a Australia,taken
products, some observers conclude
and found to be unfit
on which Sec a volume called "National
shin
Ideals
hill nnthorlzlne
P.
J.
the executive to
of
Bishop
Berry,
Philadelphia,
PARDON that the
country Is entering a
for, consumption, slow progress in
He has edited sc- - GRANTED
W. F. McDowell, of Washington, retary Hughes and his party are. and Problems.
tnke over and operate any indi calm
of "Inflation."
While defiperiod
and
the
centen
after
calm,
Brazilian
rationing
to
the
lections
from
"American
not
ade
nroceeding
does
D.
M.
which
Bryce's
Bristol, Chattanooga,
vidual railroad
C, F.
nitions of this term vary considerinMOVE
de
HAS
Rio
at
a of one pound of meat among thir- Janeiro,
as
Commonwealth"
nial
and
Roosevelt's
exposition
E.
functions
P.
its
1.,
Manila,'
O,
Tenn.,
Locke,
quately perform
ably, what Is probably meant is
tcen
mouths such is the
to eighteen writings for use in high schools.
and W. P. Anderson, of Cincinnati, creased her speed today
common carrier. Before he went log ashungry'd together
that something like a boom, short,
from the
piec
knots an hour. With other members In 1918 he entered the army, servas
reads
follows:
in
aboard the Mayflower, Senator stories
part
lived or otherwise is to he bred or
on
board.
of
those
Mr.
commission,
American
the
hiJ
in
of
war.
is
world
a
He
that
the
Indicated
to
ing
"Our world is summoned
Cummins had
a general rise in commodities
The
of the ship came to
the
of
some
in
took
Mispart
of
the
Hughes
of
meet
moral
its
measure and a similar one relat- light a plight
the issue
University
destiny.
ITS
graduated
prices.
week ago when the motor
formalThe crisis this hour transcends im- deck sports, much to the interest sissippi.
ing to coal mines would he
Opinion on the matter Is, how
ship Annie Johnson brought word
of passengers generally.
Another
will act as assistLevin
this
week.
Convict's
Sentence
of
crisis
the
introduced
Captain
early
measurably
n
ever, divided. Those who refuse t"
military
ly
of having overtaken her in
reexuressed
Hwtrhes
are
'
deep
!,ir
in
men
lth
tiorinH
nrar
ilia
Then
tho department of Spanish
to the theory point out
Majority leaders say they
and of
or ant
the wants of
Commuted for Services subscribe
at the institute during tho coming
Rea- those who had power to kill Bret when informed by wlrele
that such legislation the captain, relieving
confident
that the present Increase In prices
his family and the Union WOrkerS HaVe
Aiueri
death
.
He
,oi
the
session.
,
men
from
the
now
and
awed
,
to
,
stand
graduated
could be passed through both sendue
Rendered During the Food is
abnormal situations aris
supply of prode- crew with a
consul at Berrrfuda.
Sheffield Scientific school, Tale
ate and house if tho president
50n IU OUliyi dlUldlC men fearsome in the presence of forces Amorienn
ing from the strikes and that as
the visions.
rwi. university, in 1920, with the deAt noon toaay me rn-i- ,
at
Strike
to cast civilization
which
threaten
such
Capital.
the
finitely requested it, but at concrew hailed as
Members
of
the
higher prices are likely
1.087 miles from New york, gree of Ph. B. His
Memberships Labor Day, bodv and soul into hell.
to be temporary.
same time they concede that
iw n course
Such critics also
training in the
a heroine the wife of the captain.
'
no
southeastward
be
would
her
new
being
a
by
of
is
make
and
hiust
science
SMITH.
subjocts
Spanish
By GUTHRIE
gressional approval
emphasize the fact that certain
"Humanity
flaxen haired
Holding a
1928, Gompers States
corner of Brazil.
to
the
be
excelto
understood
must
27.
A
Santa
This
time
it
build
as rubber, are
start.
straight
such
letter
means unanimous. Although many
upon
Aug.
unusually
commodities,
de- baby, born when the schooner was
Mr. Hughes was asked today if lent. He Is highly recommended bearing upon tho Investigation has cheap and are likely to remain so.'
the divine principles of Justice and
members in both bodies are
eleven days out of Sydney and
(Iljr 'J'he Aacialcd Jreaa.l
news.
take
was
there
any
b? the head of the Spanish depart- been transmitted to Governor M. C. In ndditlon, t'ley
maintain that
good will. It was a vision glorious,
manding that the government most named Sydney Smith in Joint honor
Aug. 27.
Washington,
"Nothing at all, except that I ment of Yale. For the past year Mechem by the board of peniten- with grain prices at existing low
the church caught it and accepted
charge of the situation in the
labor groups have every
is of the port and of the vessel. Mrs.
fish."
seen
some
there
have
a
conflying
manner
memhe
been
possible,
has
at
the
seemed
the
the
with
in
instructor
farmers'
what
commissioners,
levels,
their
tiary
challenge,
Jensen tonirbt
purchasing
Spanish
to oongratulato
emphatic
summed up her
at the Florida Military and Naval clusion of the second investigation, power will remain moderate, and
divine passion.
a recognized clement of strength emotions in these words:
berships with the coming of
of the
made by request of Governor Me- conclude that no great boom is posas
the movement had at"Just
because
fol"No
more
sea
me.
in
academy.
1922,
I've
ranged against any movementof that
for
dav.
the lowed
Captain Hill has had experience chem, into the food strike of July sible until the farmer can take part.
the sea for fifteen years and "Industrial and political fionuaruy tracted the attention of the world.
might approximate a return
in military and academic fields, 19, when Martin Baldonado was In the movement. They al. o point
war time government railroad ad- I've been all over the world. But of the working people, because, of alas, the church cooked in its ardor
convicts to Europe's low purchasing piwer
ministration.
this waR the wnrst trip I've ever tho failure of employers to bring and slackened In its enthusiasm.
having served during the war in killed and five other
and the general consumers resistWlnslow's Statement.
the field artillery and as an In- wounded.
taken. It was Just the Lord s will about wage reductions, and be- s Now it Is even suggested that the
was
given
attention
in;
of
within
When the report
the first In- ance to high prices.
world 'centenary'
structor of mathematic at Terrill
is distasteful.
r)ntif.nlnr
that my children were not sick cause determination
the
to
circles
Samuel
misLack of Uniformity.
today
forward."
was
in
the
made
to
to
Much
our
the
been
made
Tex.
govhas
from
of
He received vestigation
congressional
school,
terrible privations."
Dallas,
push
i,ii statement maae iai nigm
was raised by
According to this view, then, th
The William H. Smith carried a Gompers, president of the Ameri- takes in pofllcy and procedure; but
his bachelor's degree from Witten-bur- g ernor, objection
house
the
of
Winslow
situation Is likely to continue tn
of copra. "Pretty unpalat- can Federation of Labor, declared men of experience know that mis.qollege In Springfield, Q., Placido Jaramillo, superintendent, show
by Chairman
de- cargo
a marked lack of uniformity.
in the takes always mark momentous
was a letter man in bas- on the ground that the investigation
Mrs. Jensen put it. in an address published
he
able
as
where
interstate commerce committee,
stuff,"
opinion the coal Some of the boys in the crew tr(ed forthcoming issue of tin; Ameri- movements.
had not been complete and impar- Shortages and high prices in some
declnred that
ball.
'has
ket
took
It
He
work
claring that in his distribution
graduate
bills
and
tho coj
with flour 4ut it can Federationist. Thcro has beea the frequent appeals for funds has
at Wittenburg and at the Univer- tial, and that he had not been af- commodities and Industries are exserve as a mixing
did not work out very well, she a general "resistance of Amrrlcan produced Irritation in many
pected to exist alongside of quiet
already pending would
sity of Chicago. Prior to the out- forded an opportunity to present
and moderate prices. Th
labor' to the program of wage resufficient warning to the industries said.
break of the war, he served In In all tho facts. He asked for a re- - markets
and
In the best
informed
consensus
more
reunion
and
smashing"
duction
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unreason
It
The governor then
not be
involved
would
school
a
diana
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bs
"Surely
high
principal
Lee Instructs His recommendation from Terrill quested the board to conduct an- - quarters Is, perhaps, that the fall
it has been successful, he assert- able in this hour, of tho extreme
legislation could safely be withheld
Is
to bring a continuation of
ed.
Lord's kingdom
other investigation, but limited to ourlikely
for the present.
peril of our
them to Return to Work school Is excellent.
the
somewhat "spotty" business
"It Is safe to say that the full throughout the world to ask that
one point of determining
i the
Tho senate, having laid asldo un
team
Tho
football
institute
this
g
bill entirely
volume of wage reductions since themembers of the Methodist Episand Remain There Until ver will be under the direction of whether or not Superintendent revival on a moderate scale.
tj,oi,
n
because
Sentiment In the grain and
the armistice, if averaged up und copal church should meet the crisis
til the middle of the week
Coach H. A. Rabenhorst, who has Jaramillo was warranted in order- efmarkets has been affected
Proper Action Is Taken. received
to fire upon the
spread over the worklm; popula by the gift of
h
the
their
of prolonged attacKS on u. win
a
of
of
ing
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guards
important
somewhat during the pr.st week by
tion, would amount to less man
V
LA
forts to deal with the strike probfor his
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the adverse development In tho
II? The Auntlated Preaa.) .
five ner cent." Mr. Gompers said.
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B.
lem at both ends, of the capitolcoman
He
A.
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achievements.
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug 27 (by the
European situation and the resultadding that this is ('stark defeat
morrow will oo comineo. in
quired four days, working from 8 ant
Associated Press.) Members of degree from Wake Forest college, a.
weakness In the exchanges of
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Winslow.
Institute to succeed the late and the board represented by able tions and crop prospects littl"
to describe the importance of this
danger of having their charters re- the
second
of
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At
counsel.
reIn the house committee the winsvoked unless they return to work Colonel James W. Willson, has
victory for labor. It is a victory
the changed.
low bill will be made the subject
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ceived word that Captain Bates, day, J. E. Torres member of was
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by fast passenger trains from clared here
to leave the instituthe low levels of the year and n'
sought to reduce wages was
tonight. . Mr. Leo said who planned
pro7t has been agreed that The
Questions Which Domi- - who
sudden change Is anticipated.
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been voted on the measure, and the
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in refrigerating plant has been In- study.
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London, Aug.
At the conclusion of tiie hearing.
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THE DOCTRINE OF
THE TRUE AMERICAN
The true American believes

AT

Collection of Statistics Is
Looked After by a Bureau of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

press.
He obeys the rule of the majority.
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United
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States.
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government
country in tho world.
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enclosing two
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With Another
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September 12; Newber-risIs tto Be An Issue.
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corps areas.
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Beautiful permanent closed-ca- r
.bodies of steel. A quietness possible only
with solid construction. Hroadeloth upholstering in the highest grade. Fin- standards. Hardware of beauty
ished, inside and out, to de luxe closed-ca- r
.
and quality. Sedan scats five comfortably.
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,
increased
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tion to meet a constantly
growing demand has resulted in marked savings
which make possible these
new low prices.
More than ever it, is apparent that only in tKe good
Maxwell jean such' sound'
worth" be found. '

The preference for the good
Maxwell Sedan andjCoupe
has steadily grown since
they were introduced ten
months ago. '
The "admiration aroused by
the new kind of closed-ca- r
beauty of these fine cars
has been intensified by
their exceptional performance and reliability in
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Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this eighteenth
day of August, A. D. 1922.
FRED t'ROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk,

lumber Co.;
423 North First Street

ITU

QME FURNISHERS

'WHERE QUALITY IS HIGHER THAN PRICE"

213-21- 5

West Gold Avenue;

.

Albuquerque, New Mez.
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For Quick and pertain Results try the Journal Want; Ad Columns,
b.y-.-U.-
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JACKIE! FRENCH BABY VAMP '
IS DETERMINED TO LAND YOU WITH WILES

LOOK OUT,
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Foster, of the Packard Motor Company, was
Forced to Take Ditch to
Avoid Crash.

C. W.
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ALL PHYSICALLY ABLE
MALE CITIZENS MUST
SERVE AS GUARDSMEN

v

f

'

(By The Aasoriattd Preaa.)
27.

ON MISSOURI PACIFIC
STRIKE; HALT TRAFFIC
(Br The Aaaorinted Preaa.)

Jefferson City, Mo., Aug. 27 (by
the Associated Press.) Freight
train service on the Missouri Pacific railroad was at a complete
standstill here today, duo to the
refusal of 250 engineers, firemen,
conductors, brakemen and switchmen to take out any trains until
the armed guards had been removed from the railroad's roundhouse and shops. Members 'of the
"Big Four" Brotherhoods declared
tonight the tie up would be complete tomorrow, when the maintenance of way craftsmen would join
them.
Passenger traffic was still being
maintained tonight.
San Francisco has more hotels
than any other city in the United
States, with the single exception

of New Tork.

(By The -- ancintl Preaa.)
Greenville, "y.. Aug. 27. Because he was given Incorrect Information as to the location of the
home of a man for whom he had
a warrant, Sheriff W. S. Mathis.
55. is dead; his son Orville, 25. a
deputy sheriff, shot through the
chest and ab 'omen, is in a Louisville hospital; James Ennis, 72, and
his daughter, Mrs. Klla Smith, 43,
are mortally wounded and another
(laughter of Ennis, Miss Jennie
Ennls, 24, is severely wounded.
Sheriff
Late Saturday
night
Mathis went to the home of Ennis
at Nolso.., a small mining town
near here, thinking it was the
abode of a m;
for whom a war
rant had been sworn out. Mathis
When Endemanded admission.
nis refused to open the door It was
forced open by Mathis.
As the officer crossed the threshold Ennls opened fire with a
double barreled shot gun. His first
shot struck Mathis in the chest,
fatally wounding him. After his
father fell Orville Mathis fired at
Ennls with a revolver, the bullet
striking 7 iss Ennis in the shoulder.
Ennls then fired the contents of the
other barrel of his gun into the
chest and abdomen
of Orville
Mathis.
Meanwhile
Dennis Mathis, a
nephew of the slain man and also
a deputy sheriff, seeing the two
officers shot
down, opened fire
window of the house
through
with a revolver of heavy caliber.
Two of the bullets struck Ennls in
the chest and shoulder and another
went through the neck of Mrs.
Smith, who was in bed in the room.
Sheriff Mathis died in a short time
and physicians
say there is no
hope for tho recovery of Ennis and
Mrs. Smith.
'

El Paso, Texas, Aug.

"BIG FOUR" MEMBERS

La Petite Louise and, left, Jackie Coogan.
More scandal in the movie ranks. This time it's international and
childish at the same time. La Petite Louise, most popular baby of the
French screen, is hardly old enough to talk without lisping, but she has
already signified her intention of vamping Jackie Coogan, Amorican
child marvel, if it takes the rest of her life. Jackie hasn't been interviewed on the subject yet, but we're inclined to string along with the
petite one.
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except
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DUKE ANDH1S FAMILY
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road commissioner,
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democratic nomination for United WHEAT IN FOUR STATES
San Francisco. Aug. 27. Duke
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ANTI- - KU KLUX PLANK
MAY BE INCLUDED IN

MAYFIELD CONTINUES
TO LEAD FERGUSON
IN TEXAS PRIMARY

Kmlth-McNa-

pri-ma-

d.

232.-04-

PLATF0RM0F
(By Th

Aaaoclnlrd

G.

0. P.

Prc.)

Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 27.
An anti-K- u
IIlux Klan plank may
bo included in he platform of the
republican party at the state con
vention here tomorrow, according
to party leaders, gathering at state
headquarters tonight. It was said
that this move was considered as a
measure to prevent deflection of
the negro vote.
The state executive committee of
the party will meet tomorrow
morning to lay final plans for the
program to be carried out in the
campaign whl :h opens at 2 p. i..
it was anno need by C. A. Alexander, state chairman.
Trains tonight poured into the
city, the advance guard of the
2,500 delegates authorized in the
committee call.
One of the arrivals was Miss
Alice Robertson, the only woman
memoer or congress.
-

ITALY MAY STAVE OFF
AUSTRIA'S COLLAPSE
,
(Bj The Aunrlnled Prmi.)
Vienna, Aug. 27 (by the Associ
ated Press). A brief statement
was Issued today by Dr. Ignaz Sei- pel, the Austrian chancellor, on his
return from Verona, Italy, where
he conferred with Signor Schan-zethe Italian foreign minister
on Austria's financial and econo
mic straits.
The statement concludes with
the announcement that Dr. Seipel
is in a position to make concrete
proposals to the government which
will preclude the immediate collapse of Austria, which has been
felt inevitable.
The nature of the
proposals was not disclosed. In
circles
it is believed that
political
they are either based on some form
of agreement with Italy or on another attempt to delay the crisis
through the league of nations.
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Whatever the building, many
years of economy and satisfaction are assured when it is roofed
with

CERTAIN-TEE-
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FELT
PAPEBS
PAINTS OF ALL KINDS
TABBED

INSULATING

VARNISHES
OIL CLOTH

FLOOBTEX
i'

For residences Certain-tee- d
slate surfaced
shingles, in soft green or red shades, form a
permanent, economical and artistic roof.
is the buy word of the building
is placed only on products of first
quality, made by an institution which achieved
leadership through the sheer merit of its products
and its ability to manufacture and distribute
them economically.
Certain-tee- d

world.
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CORPORATION
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The previous speed record for
an airplane was made by Sadi
a French aviator, September 26, 1921, when he flew
205. 22S miles per hour. Lecointe
used a 300 horsepower machine.
The flight was made in Paris.
Lecointe,

Certainly of Quality-- Satisfaction; Guaranteed

YounL-Men'-

s
i

A genuine

Silvertown
Cord303

f0f$l3.50
The same materials, construction and
workmanship as in all other sizes of
Silvertowns. The same high quality,
long wear, long service and complete
dependability guaranteed by the
GOODRICH
standard.
Your tire dealer will supply you today and save you money.

P'eaa
27. Former

Temple, Tex., Aug.
Governor James E. Ferguson tonight conceded the election of his
opponent, Earle 13. Mayfield, In
tho run off primary yesterday for
tho democratic
nomination
for
United States senator.
"On the face of returns It appears that I am defeated." he said
in a statement to the Associated
Press.
"I shall not cry nor complain, I
made a good fight against great
odds, which even the loyalty of
I
my friends could not overcome.
extend to my opponent whatever
congratulations he Is entitled to."
Mr. Ferguson said that he would
continue his campaign against the
Ku Klux Klan. He opposed the
klan In his campaign.
He said he would continue publication of his weekly paper at
Temple. The former governor expressed appreciation of the support
given him.

one-quali- ty

The Silvertown 30 x 3'A for the
Ford, Maxwell, Chevrolet, Willys- - ,
Overland and other light cars.
THE B. F. GOODRICH

RUBBER COMPANY

Akron, Ohio

ESTABLISHED 1870

SKULL OF WOMAN IS
FRACTURED; BROTHERf-IN- LAW IN CUSTODY

Silvertown
Cord Tire

(Bj The AMnrhilfd Pren.1

nioomington, 111., Aug. 27. The
skull of Miss Edna Skinner,
Bloomlngton school teacher, who,
it was at first believed, died In the
explosion of a gasoline stove at the
home of a relative in Greeley,
Colo., had been fractured, local
authorities said today after exhumation of the young woman's
body at Leroy, 111. Albert Lowe,
her brother-in-lais held at
Greeley on a murder charge.
Tho authorities said that in addition to the fracture, which they
contend
could not have been
caused by a fall, several cuts were
on
the body. The stove,
found
they said, did not burst In the explosion.
Police at Greeley have reported
the discovery of two Insurance policies, one for $2,500 and the other
for $2,000, carried by Miss Skinner and naming Lowe as

MISS STETTHEIMER AND
MAJOR J. C. ADLER WED,
(By The Aaaoclnted

Tread.)

Menlo Park, Calif., Aug. 27.
The wedding of Miss Barbara Stett- heimer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. W.
and Major
Stetthelmer,
Julius Ochs Adler, vice president
and treasurer of the New York
Times, took place here today st
the country home of the brlde':i
parents. Rev. Jonah Wise, of Port- -land, Oregon, performed the ceremony. The young couple will go
abroad for their honeymoon and
will make their home In New Tork.
Major Adler is a nephew of Adolph
Ochs, president of the Times.

u
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world record.
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JAMES E. FERGUSON
CONCEDES DEFEAT BY
EARLE B. MAYFIELD

UP

Turin, Italy, Aug. 27. Lieutenant Brakpapa today, In an airplane, flew at a speed of 8.10
kilometers
(about 209.9 miles)
per hour. This Is said to be a

Men's Christian association
au'o WIDELY KNOWN JUDGE
school as part of this chain of
IN ALASKA IN GOLD
schoels, which now serves more
students than any other educaRUSH DAYS IS DEAD
tional institution except the pub-- j
lie school system, and gives stanA nationwide interest In vocain
dardized instruction
all the
(By The AMorinted I"rea.)
tional training has develdprd in liases of nuiomotise upkeep and
Corvallis, Ore., Aug. 27. C. A.
Students
work under the Sehtlirede. widely known as a fed
the last few years as a result of repair.
supervision of inst mothe pioneering dune by Young personal
tors on actual repair jobs. Adv. eral district Judge in southeastern
Men's
Alaska in the gold rush days of;
Christian
association
'!'.! and thereafter, died here toschools throughout the United
F. S. PEABODY, COAL
States and apprenticeship
is no
day, aged 71.
longer necessary to learn a trade.
At the time of the "Soapy" Smith
OPERATOR, 63, DIES
One thousand nine hundred and
at Skagway,
gang's depredations
forty-fiv- e
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.T'Kb'e
SlehbrPrlii Kieprt tpvi.ra
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I'rrai.)
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from
the
27.
S.
gang
F.
lynching.
Chicago, Aug.
geles Y schools during 1022!
one of the country's larg- Informed that a mob had seized the
The Young Men's Christian aswere
outlaws
and
about to
al'cged
died today
sociation schools are maintained est ccal operators,
them, Judge Sehlbrede left hi!
for the ambitious men who are after suffering a stroke while hang
bed at midnight, rushed forth and
not already served by the public h
riding on his farm
ear Hinsdale. Mr. Peabody was addressed the mob persuading them
schools, chiefly for the employed
o) return tne prisoners to jau.
;i
This educational
men and boys.
vears old.
Mr. IVahody was the founder
program Is the result of the comr,d
of the
bined experience
Escaping from Russia recently
president of tho Peabody
'oal company.
Christian
nspoeiatio
During the war cost a refugee the sum of 900, 000.
iififl.OOO
e
roubles.
comBefore the war
was chairman of the coal
schools of North America which
now enroll over 1 10,000 studenrs
inoe of the National Council of this would have represented bilin resident
classes and 2i.fnei " fens". He bad been active In lions of American dollars, but tha
in
emociatic
students
for many rouble has now practically no vaN
correspondence
politics
ue at all.
courses. The Los Angeles Young ears.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
GREATLY DEVELOPED IN
THE PAST FEW YEARS

1

NEW AIRPLANE SPEED

It

CERTAIN-TEE- D
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San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 27.
Reports that General Francisco
Murguia, former Carranzista general in the Mexican army, with a
band of officers, including (jen-erCandldo Agullar,
of the late I'resident Carranza,
had left fiis city last Wednesday,
crossed the Rio (Irando at a point
below ISrownsvillo and .ver met
on the Mexican side of tho river
by a band of more than hSO
revolutionists, were confirmed today by Mrs. Francisco Murguia,
wife of the general, at tho home
cf tlia general in '.his city. Another band
with
Murguia crossed, it is siid, near
Laredo.
"I l:now that they left here
and have crossed the river.
I
nave received
token from my
lutslv.nd since that te'ls he is in
Mexico and is well," snid Mrs.
Murguia.
An emissary from the Murguia
forces was in San Antonio tonight. General Murguia and party left San Antonio Wednesday
by motor car and with fishing
and camping equipment
alongside) went
to a point
below
Krownsville. In the party in addition to General Aguilar were
4
other officers, five doctors,
and three
telegraph
operators
wireless operators
with broadcasting outfits, Mrs. Murguia said
tonight, it is reported that General Murguia and his band has
an agreement to work in harmony
with General Carlos Green and
his force of 1,400 men and General Juan Carrasco and his 2,700
men in the state of Sinaloa. Murguia. It is believed, is headed toward the oil fields of Tampico.

BI.ANTOX NOMIXATTO.
Abilene, Tex., Aug. 27. The
of Congressman
I,. Blanton, democratic
ta tn nnncroa. frntvi ihth Seven
teenth district is practically as- suren, returns irom is ot ine
counties of the district show. His
SHERIFF'S POSSE IS
majority over his opponent, Oscar
Is 11,158. The vote now
ELUDED BY A BANDIT Callaway,
Callastands:
Blanton, 27,393;
way, 16,240.
(By The Afuoclat 1 Fren.)
Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 27. Reports from the sheriff's office at
late this afternoon
Walsenburg
give the information that the
sheriff's posse was unable to effect the capture of the lone ban- X
"ISEBVia counts
Wl Kill r it
dit who held up and robbed tho
mall stage Saturday morning, and
sliover
with
in
15.000
escaped
ver and currency. It was thought
last night that the outlaw was
cornered near Ija. Veta. Several
persons have been taken into custody for investigation.

d.
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Certain-tee-

'

For roofing all buildings, industrial, commercial
and agricultural, Certain-tee- d
offers distinct adover
other
materials.
It has
vantages
roofing
demonstrated its superiority as a permanent roof
through many years of practical use on buildings
of every description. Guaranteed up to 15 years,
according to thickness. Certain-tee- d
quality,
in actual service, has proved this guarantee
conservative.

SHINGLES

By REBEL

Is Given Incorrect Former Carranzista GenInformation As to Locaeral Is Believed To Be
tion of Home of Man for
Headed Toward the Oil
Whom He had Warrant.
Fields of Tampico.

overturned in a ditch on the North
Fourth street boulevard at about
12 o'clock on Saturday night, when
he was returning from Alameda.
Although Foster was pinned under
his car for some time before help
arrived, his injuries were nothing
worse than slight cuts on one hand
and knee and his torn clothing.
The accident was due to the failure of a car in front of the Packard

All
physically able male citizens of
Chihuahua, Mexico, between the
ages of 18 and 50 years, with the
exception of public utility employes, will be required to serve
as municipal guards under a bill
passed August 10 by the state legislature, according to the text of
the law published by newspapers
received in Juarez today.
The
guard is to be organized along
lines
to
are
officers
and
military
be elected by the members. Penalty for attempting to avoid service, is 15 days in Jail or a line of
0 pesos with the provision that
the fine shall not exceed the
amount earned by tho offender in
one week.

SIT

MEXICO

Sheriff

By nothing short of a miraculous escape, C. William Foster of
the Packard Motor company, to
the story of how,
day lives to tell
in risking his own life to avoid hitting a Ford, his own roadster was

to heed Foster's signal when another car suddenly loomed up on
the side of the road, compelling
Foster to take the ditch. The
Packard was slightly damaged.
Until noo.i Saturday it was the
property of Albert G, Simms, president of the Citizens National bank.

-

MURGUIA ENTERS

TO DEATH DF ONE

SLIGHTLY

Page- Th reeVl,

MONTE

CniSTO

BEST IN THE LONG RUN

FOR AUTOMOBILES,

MOTORCYCLES, BICYCLES, TRUCKS

You will be replenishing the larder today.
Those of you who have tested the quality and compared the
will need no urging to do your buy- prices of Rosenwald's Groce-Tot- e
ing here.
To those of you who have not tested the saving power of tho
and the quality of the groceries, package foods, prime
fresh meats and fresh fruits and vegetables always at your command
here, we present an urgent invitation to come in today and let us
show you that to buy your food supplies at the Groce-Tot- e
is to HELP
YOURSELF TO SAVE.
Groce-Tot- e

The test of the pudding, the beefsteak or the butter Is In the
eating.
.

The test of savings to be effected by buying foods here is a mat-ter of simple arithmetic.

y'

"

.'

The proof is in the prices.

A
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NEW YORK

1922 BASEBALL PENNANT HONOR

CUIUS

FROM

2 VICTORY

netrrtit Rpt! the Most Bin St. Louis Drops to Third
Place When They Lose,
gles,butWashington Lines
12 to 8, and Chicago De'Em Out When They Are
feats Philadelphia.
Needed and Wins.
(By The Associated Pra.)
(By The AnBoelntcd Trm.)
St. Louis, Aug. 27. New York
Wnshlncton. Aug. 27. By time
won easily won the third straight game from
lv hitting Washington
from Detroit 7 to 2 today. Score: St. I.ouls here today, 12 to 8, and
Detroit
tho Cardinals dropped to third
AH. K. BH. TO. A. L.
0 0 place in the league, duo to Chica
9
0
0
4
Blue, lb
0 go's
victory over Philadelphia.
Cutshaw. !b ., B
The game was a heavy hiting
0
1
0
B
0
match, the locals getting 14 safe
Flagstesd! rf . 8
Hornsby
J,
J ties and the visitors 18.
J
d
2
home run of
got his
4
f
Haney, 3b
Ken Williams of
the
season,
tying
Rigney.
3 the Browns for the
5
season's record
Woodall, c ... 3
3
t 0
Score:
Pillette, r.P
0
0
I)
0
II
0
r
New
York.
'
AB. R. II. PO. A.E
n,..n n . . 0 00 00 00 00 00
Bancroft, ss . . . 5 1 1 6 4 2
Holloway, P .. 0
3
2
1
2
2
0
Groh, 3b
xManlon
J!
5
3
2
2
0
4
2b
Frisch,
3
21
10
2 12
1
37
4
1
1
1
0
Totals
McuspI, If
4
3
3
0
1
0
Washington
Young, rf
R
AH. K. lilt. TO. A. K. Kelly, lb
0
1
2
8
0
0
1
1
1
3
1
1
4
2
cf
0
cf
J
Hlce,
Cunningham,
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
Harris, 2b .... 43 11 01 J J
Stengel, C
0
0
0 0 0 0
Judge, lb
0 King, cf
0
1
1
4
4
0
Goslin. If
2
0
3
0
" Snyder, c
3
J
rf
0
5
1
2
Q
0
Brower,
McQuillan, p ..
J
Ohnrrity, c . . 43 1
3
2
.fa
Peck'paugh.
40 12 18 27 12
Totals
0
Lamotte, 3b . . 4 0 2 2 1
St. Louis.
.
p
Mogridge,
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
JJ J. J.
.T.
smith, rf . . 5 1 3 2 0 0
33 7 10 27 12 1
Totals
4
3b
x Batted for Olesen In eighth. Stock,
Hornsby, 2b...
Score by innings:
010 1" nnn 2 Bottomley, lb.
Detroit
100 102 21x 7 Mueller, cf . , .
.Washington
e
Schultz, If , . .
hits
Summary:
Stolen Ainsmlth, c .. .
Haney, Flagstcad.
ss . . . .
Sacrifices
Rigney,
Irnsc Cobb.
3
Toporcrr, ss . .
Woodall, Mogridge. Judge.
to Sherdel, p
play Haney 'oto Cutshaw
Base on
i.i'j - ii
North, p
Blue.
V.
out
Pfeffer. p . . . .
4; Pillette,
2,
Pillette, J; zFournier , . . .
Hv Mogridge,
ff Pilleite,
Hits
Holloway. 1.
41
8 14 27 10
2
9 in r; iToore, noun in
Totals
in
off
z Batted for North in eighth.
nono
Holloway,
1
in 1. Winning pitcher
Bv innings:
210 110 B02 12
Losing pitcher Pillette. New York
8
301 000 013
Timi J.: JO.
St. Louis
e
hits
Summary:
McQuilMueller, Schultz,
lan, Stengel, Groh, Cunningham.
Three-bashits Frlsch, Stock.
runs Hornsby,
Home
Young,
Schultz. Mueller.
Stolen base
Bancroft. Sacrifices Groh, Snyder. Double plays La van, Hornsby Bottomley: Botomley and
Stock, Hornsby and Bottom-ley- .
Base on balls Off North, 1;
Struck out Bv
McQuillan, 2.
Sherdel, 4; North, 2. Hits Off
14 In 6, none out in sev
Sherdel,
NATIONAL LEAGtK.
enth; off Pfeffer, 3 in 1. Losing
Chicago, 8; Philadelphia, 1.
pitcher Sherdel. Time 1:55.
Boston,
Cincinnati,
New York, 12; St. Louis, 8.
Chicago, A ; Philadelphia. I.
Brooklyn-Pittsburgrain.
Chinntrn
ill. 57. Chlpnfffl de
feated Philadelphia today in the
AMERICAN' LEAGUE.
final game of the series, 3 to l.
Washington, 7; Detroit, 2,
Score:
New York-S- t.
Louis, rain.
Philadelphia.
No others scheduled.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
0
1
2
0
4
If
Mokan,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
0
0
1
0
3
Ranp. 3b
" Louisville, 14-Toledo,
0
2
0
2
3
cf
Lebourveau,
St.
Kansas City,
Paul,
0
3
1
0
4
Milwaukee
Minneapolis. Walker, rf 2b'. 3 0 0 0
0
Parkinson,
12-n
0
0
0
0
.T. Smith. 2b...
Columbus,
Indianapolis,
Fletcher, ss... 4 0 2 4 2 0

0.

....
...

thirty-secon-

l

J;

,5

....
....
....

12.J
1

.1

J

J

o,

Two-bas-

Dou-1,1-

--

c,

Oic-se-

e.

Two-bas-

YESTER

J3

DAYS

La-va- n;

URESULTS
7;

0- -.

0;

7;

2;

4;

7.

lb.

T,eslie,

Oakland,
Seattle,
Los Angeles,
Sacramento,
2;

nine,

0

4

Henline, c

COAST LEAGUE.

n

.

xWrlghtstone,
xxLee

.

4
3
0
1

0

7

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

Hie

IN NATIONAL LEAGUE RACE FOR

THIRD STRAIGHT

GIVES SENATORS

710

GIANTS INCREASE THEIR LEAD

Vernon,
Portland,
Salt Lake,
San Francisco,

SjSiandif

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
nt 27.
Auc.
Plavlnir losses to the

New

York
better baseball at baC on the bases
and In defense, than at any time
during the season, and overcoming
three of their most stubborn obstacles to the pennant Chicago,
Cincinnati and St. Louis the Now
York Giants increased their lead
over the second plate club to seven
games.
McGraw's men took one came
from the Cubs, two from the Reds
and three from the CardinalB, They
played almost perfpetly on the defense and converted their comparatively small number of hits Into
just enough runs.
In the ..merican league. New
York and St. Louis continued the
nose and nose sprint for the leadership, each cluh winning four nnd
losing three games, leaving the
Y'anks In the lead today by the
margin of half a game.
their three straight
Through

Ginnts, the Cardinals
today dropped from second place
In favor of the Cubs.
The Pirates' winning streak was
broken Friday by Brooklyn, which
defeated them in both ends of a
double encounter.
The Superbas
broke even on the week and the
Phillies and the Braves failed to
shake off their losing habits.
The Reds played good ball, taking fourth place from the Pirates
by winning two games today from
the Braves.
Cobb's Tigers had the best record
of the week in the American. They
led tho other clubs in the hitting
column and displayed a sterling
brand of play afield. Their loss to
Washington today was their second
defpat In a week of eight games.
Detroit Is In a position to take the
lead should the Browns and Y'anks
crack from the strain of their long
battles.
The Athletics and Red Sox ran
Into excellent hurling, fell off in
their hitting and fielding miserablv.
drooping a majority of their games.
The wppk's record in each league
of games played, won and lost
together with runs hits nnd errors.
Including games of Saturday:
National.
P. W. Ti. R. H. E.
5
New York
5
0 26 53
3
St. Louis
5
2
3 36 55 10
2
6
4 38 61 10
Chicago
4
6
2 25 56
Cincinnati
7

AMERICAN LEAGFE
W.
73
73
67
63
68
58
49
45

New York
St. Louis
Detroit
Cleveland
Chicago :
Washington

Philadelphia
Eoston

L. Pet.
50 .594
.589
57 .540
60 .512
62
.483
64 .475
68
.419
74 .378
51

Americans have for many years
past been the greatest candy eaters In the world.

LEGAL NOTICE

'August 28, 1922.
known Heirs of Marina Garcia
de Griego,
Deceased; the Unknown Heirs of Samuel Dunlap,
Deceased; the Unknown Heirs of
An Ryan, Deceased, and All
Unknown Claimants of Interests
'he Premises Adverse to the
Plaintiff, Defendants.
To Each and All of the Above
Earned Defendants:
You are hereby notified that the
above named
plaintiff has filed
suit in the aforesaid
court and
cause, against you and each of you.
the general nature of wtich action is to quiet the title of the
plaintiff in and to the following
described land in Bernalillo
county, New Mexico,
Tract No. 1 Located in Precinct No. 12, and
75
varas from north tomeasuring
south more
or less, and 300 yards more or
less from eaEt to west, bounded
on tho north by lands of A. Romero, on the south by lands formerly of A. Vlvianl. on the east

Stato of
County of Bernalillo,
New Mexico, cn the third day of
August. 1922, and the day of the
proving of said alleged Last Will
and Testament
was
fixed for Thursday, the thereupon
fourth day of August, A. D.twenty,
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon1922of
said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this fourth day
of August, A. D. 1922.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
County Clerk
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of the Estate of B'reo.
Ialrd Scott, Deceased.
Notjce Is hereby given that I. J
Scott, Administrator of the estate
of Fred- Tjilrri Rntf iAnAnBA
inan
utnocu,
tiled In the Probate Court
of Ber- namio county. New Mexico, hie
final rennrt i.a aiirii Amini..in.
and tho .Olirt nam annnlntail Mr..- -'
day, the fourth day of September,
"i ifme aay ror hearing
any there be, tothe
Of flflid final
discharge of said Administrator.
ltness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this fourth day
of August, 1922.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT.
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
NOTICE OF SOT.

t:

bV

ronn.n

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In tho Matter of the Estate of Lee
Honaker, Deceased.
No. 13.450.
Notice Is hereby given that the In the District Court. State of New
undersigned was, on the third day
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
of August, 1922, duly appointed Julia Catelanl Baldulnl, Plaintiff,
Administrator of the estate of Lee
vs. Carlos Campo. Charles Kemp
Charles Camp, DIna Campo,
Honaker, deceased, by the Probate
OT
Court of Bernalillo
Dlna Kemp, Antonio Ortiz, Shercounty, i.nd
iff of Bernalillo County, New
having qualified as Buch AdminisMexico and Successor In Trust to
trator, all persons having claims
estate
docedent
said
of
the
Mar-gaagainst
Angelo Vlvianl, Trustee;
FE
are hereby notified and required to
a Baldulnl, Charles Baldupresent the same to the undersignlnl, Louis Baldulnl, David Lesser,
ed In the manner and within the
Louis Lesser, Joseph
Trustee;
time prescribed by law.
Bell, E. B. Swope as Treasurer
STATE TRUST AND SAVINGS
and Collector
of
E
III
Bernalillo
Executor.
BANK,
County, Now Mexico; Qulrlnn
S
7
4.
1922.
2
Dated
50 85 6
August
Pittsburgh
Donlciano Chavez y
Aragon,
8
4
41. 86
6
Brooklyn
Magdalena
Mnrtlh, Mada-lon- o
... .6 1 5 42 77 10 Last Will andNOTICE.
Rebeca Martin.
Testament of Leon
Martinez,
Teller and Gomez Engage in Philadelphia
5
1
Boston
4 20 48
5
Jose Martin, Feliz Martin. Fellz
Antolne, Deceased.
American.
Martin .:;, Procopio Martin,
a Pitching Duel; "Toots"
To Mrs. Marie Antoine, 1008 South
P. W. I R. H. E.
Martinez, Tranqulllno MarBroadway, Albuquerque, N. M.;
Allows
7
4
New
Six
3 33 T8
but
Hits
York
and
6
Leon
earo
E.
Weodcroft
tin, Tranqulllno
Antolne,
,
Martinez,
4
7
St. Louis
3 44 89
9
Leon
Sanatorium
Colorado;
Dubois, E. Lene Dubois,
Pueblo,
Strikes out Eleven.
fl
7
1
Detroit
64 9 3
Mrs. Sophie Tulip, 902 Thirty-thir- d
Pasqual Cutlnola, Pasqualll
5
3
2 15 39
Cleveland
2
Pasqual Cologuola, Jose
Street, Galveston, Texas;
1SPICIAL OiaPATCH lO MORNINQ JOUNNALJ
6
2
4 21 63
4
Chicago
1012
South
Mrs. Emma Swope,
Griego, Claudia Car3ia de Griego,
Santa Fe, Aug. 27. The
3
7
4 23 57 12
Washington
N.
Jesusa
Garcia de Campo, Jesus-it- a
M.;
Broadway, Albuquerque,
Garcia do Campo, sometimes
Mrs. Annie Morgan, East LeavGrays won from Santa Fe, Philadelphia ... .6 2 4 28 59 11
5
1
4 21 41 15
Boston
1 to 0, in a
Called Camp or Kemp, Maggie
Kansas, and to All
enworth,
pitching duel between
Teller and "Smoky" Gomez. It
Others Whom It May Concern:
McCann, the Unknown Heirs of
was one of the greatest games ever
You are hereby notified that the
Any of the Above Named Defendants Who May Be Deceased,
played on the Santa Fe ground:!. R0MAINE TO SKIP
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Teller allowed six hits nnd struck
the Unknown Heirs cf Telesforo
Leon Antolne. deceased, late of the
REGULAR TRAINING
out eleven, jotting six in two inthe UnMartinez, Deceased;
County of Bernalillo and State of
and
known Heirs of Mariana Garcia
was
He
TODAY AT ARMORY New Mexico,
nings.
produced
proved his class in the
de Griego, Deceased;
ninth by fanning three batsmen,
the Un
read In the Probate Court of the
Including two pinch hitters. Onmez
Johnny Romaine, Philadelphia
.'"featherweight who Is booked to
to nh
h
the game. Although he fanned meet "Big Chief" Vasquez in the
three In this. inning, he hit a bats- main event of the boxing card Al
man, Issued a pass and was touched Edwards Is booking for the armory!
for a double.
on Labor day evening, will let down
Santa Fe has lost four of the on training today and will prob- five games with Albuquerque.
ably do nothing but light road
iiaiteries: Alhuqueraue
Teller work.
and Ervin
Santa Fe Gomez and
The Philadelphia boy arrived
Griego
several days ago and was then In
Grays.
the pink of condition. He has
AB. R. H. PO
worked out at the armory eacn
Mose Chavez, rf 5 0 1 1
afternoon since and is afraid of go-- .
.
.
.
4
2
0
,
0
Parent!, cf
Ing stale.
A. Chavez, lb. , 4 0 1 9
Vasquez will arrive from El Paso
3
1
0
and will start '
Salazar, 3b
Tuesday evening
C. Ervin, c
0
4
0
Wednesday afternoon at
training
3
1
0
Galiegns, If
Man. Chavez, 2b 4 0 1
stated yesterday that he might alsa
3
ss
0
0
Ortiz,
skip the Tuesday workout and start
4
1
0
with the Indian on
Teller, p

EI

SITU

GI

SNAPPY

the

Acpniltn. lMnrira Ha tna

T-

relas, and on the west by land
formerly of Moore Realty Company and now of II. P. Owen,
the said land being fully designated on a map of the city of
Albuquerque compiled by the AlAbstract
buquerque
Company
February, 1907, and described
thereon in the name of "Chas.
Kampo."
Tract No. 2 Located in Precinct No. 12 and bounded on the
north by lands formerly of Chas.
Kampo, on the south by the
north line of the Sulzer addition
to the city of Albuquerque, on
the east by the west line of Edith
street extended north and on the
west by the east line of Broadway street extended northward
and being the same land described on the map of the city of Albuquerque compiled by the AlAbstract
buquerque
Company
February, 1907, and shown on
said map Inscribed "A. Vlvianl."
Tract No. 3 All of Blocks
Seven to Ten inclusive, and
Blocks Fourteen to Twenty-thre- e
inclusive of the Angelo Vlvianl
addition to the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
excepting,
however, Lot Four in Block
Eight of said addition.
Tracts 4, 5 and 6 All of Lr i
Ten (10), Eleven (11) and
Twelve (12), In Block Five (5)
of the Hunings Highland addition to the city of Albuquerque
according to the map thereof
filed May l:. 1887.
Tract No. 7 All of Lots Two
(2), Three (3), Four (4) Five
(5). Six (6), Seven (7), Eight
(8) and Nine (9) of the Powell

ri

Ara-go-

1

Pro-cop- io

Albu-querq-

'

and Prager addition to the City
of Albuquerque according to the
map thereof filed June 18, 1881,
therefrom a Btriu
excepting
across the north end of said lots
taken by the city of Albuquerque
for street purposes, the said lotj
now extending on the north only
to the south line of Tijeras
avo-nu-

Tract No.
Twenty (20),

8

All

of

Twenty-on- e
(21),
(22). Twenty-three- !
(23) and uwenty-lou- r
(24), in
Block lettered "D" of the Duran
and Alexander addition to the.
city of Albuquerque according ta
the map thereof filed September
Twenty-tw-

o

18, 18S4.

And to cancel and remove as
clouds on the title to said real
estate the records of all unreleased
deeds of trust nnd mortgages held
by you and either of you, and to
correct the tax records of Bernalillo county, New Mexico, regarding
the said real estate for the year
1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887,
1888, 1890 and 1897 and to forevcf
bar and estop you and ach of you
from having or claiming any right
or title to the said premises or any
part thereof adverse to the plaintiff.
And you and each of you are
hereby inotlfied that unless you
enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the twenty-sixt- h
day of September, 1922 Judgment
will be rendered against you in
said cause by default.
The name and postoffice addres
of the attorney for the plaintiff Is
Slmms & Botts, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
the said court on this the fourth
dny of August, 922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
William C. Annes, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
unuersignea was, on tne tenth day
of August, 1922, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of Wil
liam C. Annes, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as such Administratrix, all persons having
claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to th
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law,
MYRTLE A. ANNES,
,

'

Administratrix.

Dated August 10. 1922.

he HOOVER

It BEATS..,

as it Sweeps
juwjjin
mm

....
....
....

as it Cleans
.

50-5- 0

Totals

34

1

7

27

13

Santa Fe.
Martinez, If
Bauer, r
A. Rivera, ss
Quintana, cf
Mackel, 2b .
J. Rivera, lb
xBerardinelll,
Kenney, 3b .
xxGray
Griego, o
Gomez, p

...

AB. R. H. PO
3
4

0

0
0
1
2
1

2
1
2

0
0

0 10
0
0
1
4

3

3

TIGERS SWAMP THE
BROWNS BY 8 TO

0

Albuquerque Tigers defeated the
Browns yesterday at Washington
park by a score of 8 to 0. The two
teams now have won one game each
and the tie will be played off probably next Sunday.
Ortiz; Browns Clifford and Roy- Ortiz; Browns Clifford and Ray- bal.

0
1
6 24 11
33
Totals
4 27 14
4
0
85
Totals
Parkinson in
x Batted for
In Italy there Is a regular busl- x Berardinelll batted for J. Rieighth.
ness or. making tiny wire cages for
In
vera
ninth inning.
xx Batted for Ring in mntn.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
xx Gray batted for Kenney in grasshoppers to chirrup in. TheChicago.
Little Rock,
Memphis,
Italians believe that the grasshopA.
ninth
E.
TO.
AB.
R.
II.
inning.
0.
Chattanooga, 4: Nashville,
per brings good luck, and that if
0
5
0
0
Score
3
0
.
.
2.
innings:
by
New
cf
1;
Mobile,
Heathcote,
Orleans,
000 100 0001 one can be kept alive In a cage' Grays
" ITnllnrlier. ss
No others scheduled.
000 000 0000 for a month the year will be pros0
3
0
Santa Fe
Terry. 2b
e
0 0
2
3
hit Man- perous,
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Summary:
Grimes, lb
Three-bas- e
0 uel Chavez.
0
0
hit TelDenver
St. Joseph,
Cnllaghan, rf . . 34 1
0
0 ler. Stolen bases
Des Moines,
Oklahoma City, unilnr. If
Grays, 1; Santn
0
3
0
3
0
Fe, 0. Left on bases Grays, 9;
Kruj. 2b e ...
0
Santa Fe, 8. Struck out By TelOmaha.
Wichita,
(YFnrrell.
0
1
3
Sioux City,
ler, 10: Gomez, 6. Bases on balls
Tulsa,
Cheeves, p
0
0
Off Teller, 1; off Gomez, 2. Runs
0
Osborne, p
batted in Manuel Chavez, 4. Time
8
0
5 27
3
7
of game 2 hours, 8 minutes. UmTotals
Scorer
Bv Innings:
pires Dryneo, Saenz.
000 001 0001 Dan Ortiz.
Philadelphia
010 200 00X 3
Chicago
e
Summary:
2), Lebourveau, Miller.
Sacrifices
Home run Grimes.
Base on nans uii
Heathcote.
out
Ring, 4; Cheeves, 2. Struck
By Ring, 4: Cheeves, 2;6 InOsborne.;
NATIONAL LEAGUE
7
j HltsOff Cheeves,
Boston at Cincinnati.
Winning;
Osborne, none in 1
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
1:48.
pitcher Cheeves. Time
AMERICAN LEAGUE
7; Roston.
Cincinnati,
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati. Aug. 27. The Reds
Cleveland at Boston.
made it four straight from Boston in two days by winning both
header tof ames of the doub!f
Kelly-Springfie- ld
f to 0 and 7 to f.
day,
Vlrel- enmp;
R.TT.E.i
Score:
000 000 0000 10 4
Boston
We Have a Two Hundred Ton Press
.000 042 03x 9 13 0
Cincinnati
Braxton
Marquard,
Batteries:
and
Couch
Hargrave.
and Onwdy;
to Apply Them
Second game:
R. IT. E.
Score:
9
1
6
010 000 500
Boston
Cincinnati .400 001 011 7 13 1
Batteries:
Watson, McNamara.i
Braxton. Oeschger and O'Neill;;
Keck, Gillespie, Luque and Win-- j
4;

HOUSE DIRECTOR AT CORNELL RECOMMENDS THE

a

3;

...

'

W

HOOVER
i

Two-bas-

"I wish to state the economic value which your machine has been to our institution
for the past nine years.

M

4;

8.

4;

....

ODAYS
GAMES

MONTE

CRISTO

"It had been our custom to send our rugs to a local firm at great expense and a certain amount of wear and tear which was unavoidable, due to the process of handling and
cleaning. To overcome this, we made numerous efforts to obtain electrical cleaners, but
were unable to find one that would meet our needs until we secured the Hoover Suction
s
of the expense. '
Sweeper which eliminated the wear entirely and saved

hits-Fle- tcher

Two-bas-

three-fourth-

"We now have eighteen of your machines in use, among which are the first ones purchased. These, after ten years of hard use, are giving just as satisfactory service as on
thft first day they were bought. Because of this and the fact that our rugs wear from three
to five years longer than formerly, I say with out the slightest hesitation that the Hoover
Suction Sweeper, besides producing the best results in cleaning, is more economical, both
from the viewpoint of rug and cleaner, than any machine which I have ever seen demon-

olid Tires

Goodyear

'"

strated.

Remington

.

-

"(MRS.) ELIZABETH C. GRIDER,
"House Director, Residential Halls, Ithaca, N. Y."

and Peters

Ammunition.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company

go.

The hunting season is Just
around the corner. Sportsmen
are cleaning the favorite old
guns and thinking about the
ammunition they will use this
season.

9
JOHN M'CIMVV

'41

We don't
ton and
we sell
because
them.

recommend

Reming-

Peters shells zecause
them we sell them
we

can

recommend

In outfitting for that fishing
trip you're planning for over
the holidayi remember you
can

get
genuine
Rainbow
tackle and supplies at

MATS
OfK
I
W

20(1

W. Central
10

Phono

New Mexico's Fiction

Headquarters
KODAKS

.$2

to $70.

Kj

OIAMT

.

MCI.

The

Brooklyn

Philadelphia
Boston

"At Your Servico"

Phone 823

Phone 98

Club
.

m
I

NATIONAL LKAGVE
W. L,
New York
73 46
68
53
Chicago
Cincinnati
66 66
St. Louis
67 53

Pittsburgh

Fifth and Central.

64
58
40
3g

65
CO

74
77

Pet.
.614
.562
.541
.538
.538
.492
.351
.330

BRINGING UP FATHER.

1921 by

Copyright.

Registered
.

I WANT
yoUTO CO IN
AND SEE. THE.
ACK
OF DAUiHTER
OREVb-HE- '
COT TO CHANCE.
IT- -

the international Newt Servlcft,
U. &, Patent Olflc.
I

HAD HER
CHANCE.

By

J

IM

4 LAD

XO HEAR,

V

SHE. HAD THE
PROMT IN THE
fbACK!

j

1

Las Hurdes, a region in Spain
measuring some 450 miles square,
with 8,000 inhabitants, has no
doctors, no trained nurses, and no
apothecaries.

POIND SALE.

On Tuesday the 29th day of August, 1922, at 10:00 a. m. in front

of the city hall on North Second
street, I will seel one sorrel horse,
weigh about 800 pounds, 14 handB
high. 5 years old. white star in
forehead, saddle marks on back,
branded on left thigh.
J. R. OALUSHA.
City Marshal.

1922

ev

ntx

FEATUBt

Sravici,

e.

Lot

Inc.

A

George McManu

0

'August 28, 1922.
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Household HintT

FLOORS KEPT
v.

SHED

Br

melon, cut into lengths desired,
Republican Women's dinner at
cover with salt water and let stand Armory at 6: SO p. m.
Uoady-to-ECereal.
over night. Pour off salt water,
Scrambled Kggs with Bacon Bits. cover with fresh water and let
Coffee.
Toast.
cook until tender. Take one quart WOMAN MAYOR PUTS
of vinegar, eight cups of sugar,
Luncheon or Snpix-r- .
K. ON ONE PIECE
four sticks of cinnamon, a few
Baked Rice and Cheese with
Sauce.
cloves
Tomato
and salt to taste, and when
SWIMMING SUITS
Milk. hot put in rinds and cook an hour
Chocolate Pudding.
Electrically Operated Polishor more. Seal while hot.
Dinner.
er Keeps Floors in Good
of corn
Meat Loaf.
Corn Relish Ten
cut off ears, ten cups celery and
Scalloped Fotatne.,
Condition; Directions for
Cucumbers. cabbage chopped, six red peppers,
Summer Squash.
Coffee.
six green peppers also choped.
Charlotte Russe.
Waxing.
One-hagallon vinegar, four small
salt,
cups usgar, one tablespoon
Almost tho first thing that imTODAY'S KECIPES.
Charlote
Husse Mixture One one ounce white mustard seed,
presses people about a well-kethree tablespoons celery seed if
tablespoon granulated gelatin,
house is the condition of its floors
all
Cook
omitted.
fresh
is
celery
cup cold water,
because they realize that to keep
cup together one hour.
cup scalded cream,
floors in good condition a lot of
two
cream,
cups
sugar,
whipped
elbow grease and hard work are
SUGGESTIONS.
one teaspoon vanilla. Soften gelanecessary.
How to Save Soap When a bar
tin in cold water, dissolve in
First of all a floor must be clean
into a bowl ot toilet soap becomes thin it usscalded cream,
and secondly it must bo highly
and add sugar and flavoring. Set ually breaks and part of itsis goes
Either of these tasks
also
polished.
and beat down the waste pipe. It worn
bowl in pan of
if done by hand, represent a day's
when it is
constantly until it begins to thick- difficult to use itreaches
work;, but within the past few
this stage
en, then fold in the whipped thin. Before it
years an electrically operated floor
cream, a little at a time. Turn into put it aside and when you have
machine has been placed on the
or six pieces place them in a
prepared Individual molds or large five on
market
that works like a charm on
stovo and
of
the
back
the
this
pan
as
With
mold,
prelerred.
of water. Let
flooring, cement or
composition
table
add
a
spoon
ate"
a
as
variations
basis,
many
recipe
them ..-rhard wood.
..
are possible, such as the addition them melt slowly, then pour
This machine weighs about forof nuts or fruit, the use ot other Into a mold or Jelly glass. Another
ty pounds but it is mounted on
caramel, way to save soap which is perhaps
flavorings as chocolato
to
which make it easy to
castors
trouble than the above is
fruit, etc. A maple nut combina- less
move about. When in action, these
run a number of small bags on
tion is especially pleasing.
castors are raised up so that tho
the machine and as the small bits
full weight of the machine la conof soap collect, fill the bag and
Canning nntl Preserving.
centrated on tho scrubbing or polOne hundred small keep it in the bath room for the
Oil Pickles
Inishing brush.
cucumbers sliced. Cover with a pint family to use. The soap
children
It has a long handle with a
and
of salt and a quart of cold water; side lathers easily
to turn the power on or off
cake
switch
of
soap
in
It
use
to
place
In the like
let this stand overnight.
so soft. Still anothand in the end of the handle the
morning drain and wash off the because Isit is
connection is made with a convento put all the scraps in
sized er way
Juice. Add four medium
in the
ience outlet or socket. A long cord
use
them
and
a
shaker
In
cut
thin
slices,
onions,
is supplied with each machine tosoapsuds are
pound of mustard seed, kitchen whenever
needed.
gether with two brushes, one for
two tablespoons celery seed,
scrubbing and one for polishing.
pint of olive oil and five cups
These brushes aro circular and
To keep furniture free from
of cider vinegar.
soft
of
clamp on with a circular motion,
Remove spots, rub with a piece
Watermelon Pickles
the lugs of the brush fitting into
the greon part from the rind of cheese cloth and petroleum Jelly.
spaces on the machine and vice
versa.
As soon as the machine is set in
place, the castors are raised up
and the current turned on. The
HImachine is controlled by a move-- 1
ment of the handle raising it upto move it to the right and lowerit to send it to the left.
feci.
ing
how
you
Iovb
tell
her
and
In
I read
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
This machine may be used to
she
one ot your letters that a girl Perhaps when she understands
clean all kinds of floors and the.
course
Hhould not accept Jewelry from a will let vou come back. Of
forprocess is much the same for all.
by writing the letter you will
young man. Why not?
First a little warm, soapy water
feit the friendship of the little
TISSUK.
The Lady Mayor of Lewis!. .i, should bo sprinkled over the floor
that
There are certain privileges
Englad, in her one piece suit.
surface, nnd tho scrubbing brush,
mn-- j
belong to the fiance and to the marI am a
Miss Kathleen
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
Dodd as the attachment inserted in the
ried man. Just as a girl must not
minutes all
years of age, woman mayor, or better, the girl chine. In a very few and
accept clothing or money from a young girl sixteen
the wa-- ;
will be dislodged
young mjyor of Lewb-ham-,
man before she is married to him, and am deeply in love with abut
England, nd dirt
with a mop;
taken
be
up
my
may
senior,
five
man
my
vocates
the
years
from
suit
she must not accept Jewelry
"
young to swimmers instead of hiring beach or ln" K''
a man until siio is engaged to him. mother thinks I am I too with
,
In l- eoM with the
this guards to keep all wearers of one-- 1 P
It go
Convention proclaims that it is in keep company.
n.n.mini
else
fifteen
,t , 400
some
to
place
go
I have
suits out of the briny deep.
piece
very bad taste to do such a thing. boymeet
him. Am I right in doing The reason, however, may not beilpPl.
It is to be taken for granted to
manner.
e
this?
suit scrubbed in this
that she thinks the
that when a man wants to make
,
BOBBY.
After the floor has had time to
or more attractive, but
a gift of Jewelry to his lady fail-prettier
be waxed.
in
Dlqnid
are
not
right
is a dry it should
she
that
herself
it is good Jewelry. Delicacy on Of course you
merely
Don't
wax is easy to apply and gives en- secretly.
swimmer
and
diver.
iho part of the lady keeps her from meeting the boy more
champion
on
especially
and more
tiro satisfaction,
HccrpUng a gift of value from a let yourself grow
hard
a
for
but
lasting,
linoleum,
nnhappiness
because
him
only
to
bound
deceitful,
not
she
is
urui when
follow. Your NEW WAFFLE IRON IS
polish the paste wax Is reonmby a tie stronger than friendship. and suffering will is best for you.
cheese cloth
not mother knows what
ALSO FOR PANCAKES mended,Onoapplied inof awax
In case the friendship does betwill surpound
hag.
ripen into an engagement it is
face a room 20x20.
ter that she is not under obligation
When is a waffle iron not a
waxed
been
AXter the floor has
to him.
wafflo iron? Answer: When it's and allowed to dry for a few min-- j
a griddle.
utes the polishing brush should v
We are
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
A very clever electric table stove inserted in the machine and driven
two girls in our teens and are inbeen
has
which
has
perfected
over the surface, up and down and
vited to spend the week end at a
grids for waffles on one side and backwards and forwards to avoid
girl friend's house in the country.
othon
surface
a
flat
the
smooth,
any portion of the
Wo know two young men who have
er which serves as a griddle for overlooking
floor. For those who desire an ex-- !
an automobile. We have known
electric
of
the
summer
song
The
This little stovo is cir tra high polish there is a third
pancakes.
them for a year and they have al- fan is heard in the land. We turn cular
the top hinged to brush supplied by the mnnufac- in
ways treated us as gentlemen. We on the electric 'an and ca it a day. the bottomshape,
ami lifte(i by a llande. turcr which is covered with heavy
wouid liko to know If it would be The
Asia
of
punkah
to call for us. the silk gaue fans of China, the When tho grids for waffles are carpet and when applied witn tue
alright to ask them UNDECIDED.
not being used the iron is pimply machine intensifies the gloss ot
of
fan
leaf
Japan and the
palm
side which the wax.
You have no claim on the young feather and sandalwood fans of turned over on tho flat
used cither as a warming
Linoleum which has boon regu- men, their time, or their machine France are mere property affairs. may be
or
a
waxed by this
griddle.
and it would not be correct to ask They require too much human plate
larly scrubbed andknown
to last 20
process has been
them to call for you.
energy to Ij of use.
Wax
vcars without deterioration.
IRON
The first patent on an electric1, NEW ELECTRIC
is a preservative as well as a beau- Last win- fan was taken out in the United
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
BOASTS THREE HEATS tifler and when applied by moan?1
ter I had a heavy touch ot catarrah States patent office in 1854. The
ma-- !
f thl electrically operated
and ever since then the flesh where fan bladej were large and very
Threo different heats for three chine it gives a hard, fine finish
my nose Joins my face has been similar to those seen on ceiling fans
This has completely today. It was designed to bo run different purpones have been con-b- y that wears indefinitely.
in a new electric iron
a system of motors by
spoiled tho looks of my complexion.
Do you think this has been caused ity. It is probable that fans like! which won favor as soon as it was
The new County hall in London
For linens, contains more than five miles of
these r.ad ueen fashioned and run placed on the market.
by wiping my nose so often?
sometable cloths and bed spreads which corridors.
Won't you please tell me of
with spring motors.
this
In 1890 central stations were be- are usually ironed quite wet or very
thing I can use to take away diet.
distribution
for
the
redness? I am careful of my
damp, the iron is used at high
established
ing
NIONI.
of electric energy, and the develr heat; at medium heat it Irons This iron al30 has a sharp, narrow
makes it especially
The skin about tho nose is very opment and improvement of elec- starched wearing apparel and at point which
sensitive and easily irritated. Af- tric fans received considerable en- low heat it adapts itself beautifully useful in ironing ruffles and chil- is
Bilks
to
delicate
fabrics.
laces.
and
of
the
it
time
Since
irritation
that
dren's
clothes.
couragement.
ter a long siege
difficult to get it in normal condi- production of household, desk, ceiltion and the redness lingers. Use ing and ventilating fans have InMoving pic
cold cream freely on that part of creased enormously,
the skin and be careful not to toucn ture houses use more electric, fans
hotels are
towel
a
than
other
wash
harsh
concerns;
with
cloth,
any
it
In a few weeks next.
or handkerchief.
The electric fan is capable of
I think you will find that the redmuch more than stirring a cooling
ness disappears.
breeze. In large assembly halls,
I have auditoriums and moving picture
Doar Mrs. Thompson:
known a little brunette girl about houses and theaters, they actually
ore recommended for
eigntecn years old and have gone help wash the air that they circuwith her for nearly two years and late.
loss of appetite
love her very much. She has loved What a Fan Did for a Sick ClUlrt.
A mother in a small homo where
me, but now we have broken up.
indigestion
ill
one
with fever, and
lay
I took tho things I gave her away her little
the street
n
and am going with her sister, who where the sordid air ofsome
and
Pleasant
to
take;
easy
easy
small
is sixteen years old. I can't enjoy filled the rooms, made
condition
screens
were
which
cheeso
cloth
of
urn
around
else
with
with
and
to
anyone
myself
you; they
carry
anxious to go with the older one kept damp by beir.g placed upright
lack of strength
don't cause gas; each lot
their lower edges in pans of
keep;
again. She doesn't even speak toI with
water. Against these damp screens
and energy
me. Pleaso tell me what to do,
for
children
fine
as
is tested;
the current of the clectrlo fan was
am nineteen years old.
directed. Pushed thus through the
pimples boils
DISAPPOINTED.
well as adults. Try a bottle today.
Write a letter to the girl you screen the air was washed and
strained. Tho room lost its stuffiAt drug stores
ness through this operation.
A man who was going to the
wife
to
mountains told his
pack up
FREE SAfPLE-zVALUE. Thh is done I
two of the smaller electric fans.
. to introduce Yewt FoamTibleu end let every J
"We'll get plenty of breeze there,"
one undenond their unusual ment.
Ehe said.
"We may and we may
and corns not,"
he replied. "I want a breeze
insured."
To the average Americans, who
installs fans in his home Just as he
does an ice box, heat has no terror.
pure, whole, dehydrated
His rooms are as cool and comfqjt-abl- s
yeast in tablets
as any vacational spot.
Mll coupon to North western Tcasr Co.
Taking a vacation means now to
1750 N. Ashland Ave, Chicago, 11L
the average American, a change of
with
all the electric
scenery; for
equipmer: at hand to produce
"The coolness
and comfort there is little
poor need of goin- far to find changes
ot environment.
.In these warm
thing summer
months society is making
why, itself vastly
busy
trekking to the
dont mountains and to the
sea shore. It
cool.
is
she use
It is looktrying to keen
for
a
a rest; but
and
ing
change
GTFST FOOT RELIEF
a secret from the desert'. like others it may find that' the
landlord will get the change and
k
a mtnnte.raini the doctors who patch up personal
3...
133 limited inIf bT
marie, then summer damages will get the rest.
stop m
out on rour shoes and The old
story of the very rich man
danoe all iou please, or
star and work on ronr feet as lorn whd moved out in the back yard
for
a
vacation and found it a great
at you like Snccessful remlu positively iriiamnteed In every caie, or deal superk.'
In Honor of Delegates to Convention
with the addition
Hold of a few
vet back the email cost!
electrical Improvements
by au good druggist! including to
the front of the house is interAlvaredo Pharmacy,
Drlgge'
and Wooilworth'e esting, and more than ono person
Pharmacy
has
tried this method with good
Pharmacy
results. A bac;t yard where flowers and grass may grow with a little IndMcements, where one may bo
lucky enougU to have a tree, where
Balcony Seats 50c Dancing 9:30 Ellis Orchestra
a tub may be sunk for gold fish,
with a border of verbena or some
Tickets on Sale at both Matson's and Strong's
other low flowflng plant is a bless
'
ing denied, perhaps to the majority,
Book Stores
but within the reach of many who
will not take it.
MKXtT HINT.
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Misses' and Children's Leather Vanities, a real $1.50 bargain;
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Men's new fall Velour TTats, a gen- uino $7.00 value; Super Special. ..
Attractive Wall Paper; Just in, double
Super Special
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Super Special
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Super Special
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COMPANY

.lOrUXAli PIHUSIUNG
D. A. MACPHERSON
T. McCREHlHT
Otficfl
Telephones

.
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pending,
W79.
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.310

West Gold Avp.
r,r,
nnd '17

M.,
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Lots of times a candidate gets defeated
because he is in the hands of his friends.
s

HATES
SlBSCRIPTION
One month by carrier or mail
Three months
Six Months
One Year

.
.

English-speakin-

g

English-ti

.S.'.r

2S,

4b

J

4i

The country breathes the fervent hope
mat, uiuse coai miners wno are about to
return to work haven't forgotten where
they left their picks.

1922

An army officer, for the first time in
history, has landed an airplane in the
grand canyon of Arizona. But how, considering that it is one of the world's largA careful study of the election law of est grooves, could he have missed it?
this state must convince anyone who gives
standthought to the subject that it is a
The
present
Mexico.
New
to
TC ouir BY MOOT
ing disgrace
method of selecting delegates to convenas
tions, which are justly characterized of
A man who does not bet is as bad as a
the
and
procedure
gambler
mob conventions
he's no bettor.
Well,
candithose conventions in designating
dates for public office, is a farce and does
We called
attention of the fellow with us
more to subvert the purpose for which an to a roof on a the
thnno-vbarn that looked
so
the
all
styled
than
...uo,, u .1115111
is
election
held,
cave In any minute. "Not very stable, Is It?" he
it
bosses combined. On the contrary, may said. He's in the hospital.
be said to their credit that, with the machinery at hand, they have accomplished
Just asked the assistant edit-i- how his sense of
humor was ha replied, "I wag Just thinking"
surprisingly good results.
The objection to the present system is proving that he had one anyhow.
that the political parties alone are repreWhen we asked our new boss how he liked Alsented, while the people whose interests
are at stake and who constitute the most buquerque,
"I've had a warm welcome," he said rather
important element in the state entity,
have no direct representation whatever. perky.
The voters are entitled to know and have
In fighting the proposed union of the "Regulars"
eome voice in the selection of the men
who are to represent them and administer and the Independents Saturday,' M. C. Ortii remarked that the special emissaries of the "Regutheir affairs in public office.
had gone to the Independents and brought
That delegates to conventions may now lars"
back a resolution Instead of a report.
a
to
one
in
selected
represent
be
precinct
"We Bent them to get bread and they brought
precinct in which they do not reside, is to us chunks of wood," he declared. It Is to be supdeprive a precinct of that representation posed that he was only using a figure of speech
to which it is entitled, while at the same and
was not referring personally to the several
time such a procedure has the effect of hundred voters who bolted from the Grand Old
nullifying, for all practical purposes, the Party.
majority of the votes of that precinct. As
well permit Arizona or Texas to send
Have you noticed how dry most humor Is nowasenators and representatives to the na- days?
tional legislature to represent New MexA DIRECT PRIMARY LAW AN
NEED.
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THE BONUS.

.

Root dug out for Las Vegas Saturday night.
With the country in a state of indust
trial upheaval, with the people groaning
And our prayer for rain was answered.
under a staggering burden of taxation
and an abnormal cost of living, the bonu3,
like Hamlet's ghost, will not down.
That the men who came out of the furTwsaiGy Years Ago
nace of war disabled and incapacitated Afcpisinp
should be relieved and made comfortable v
at whatever cost, there can be no division
Dr. W. Q. Hope will address the citv
t
of opinion. Payment to these men would their Institute in the Central school tomorrow, on
TTvcfonia
"
n.
"School
not fall under the nomenclature of a boIr. lu. j,, Hicicey also will
.,.
an address.
nus, but would be compensation to which
they are rightly entitled. Not a day
Chinatown on West Silver avenue celebrated .
should be lost by Congress in passing a Chinese
feast last night, with a big repast and much
to
Bill
for"
them. singing.
Compensation
provide
But a bonus involving an expenditure of
over five billions of dollars, while it
Roy McDonald and Bert Vorhes of this city will
'would only be a mere drop in the bucket go tomorrow
to Santa Fe to play with the Santa Fe
for each individual man who served, Central baseball team against
Colonel
could have no other effect than to aggra- Las Vegas team. Jlmmle Cosgrove, also ofTwltchell's
this city,
vate a condition of unrest which is al- will play with the Las Vegas team. The Santa
Fe
ready grave enough. Enlarge the national will run an excursion to Santa Fe, and 250 Albuquerbudget and you increase taxation. As in que people have bought tickets.
all other matters, the public, of which
Loss amounting to $100,000 was caused by the
men constitute a large number,
flood that swept through the main street of Silver
will be called upon to pay the freight.
The men who fought so bravely to City recently. Editor Fred Bush of the Silver City
Enterprise suffered a severe loss, but has opened
bring the war to a speedy end will bring his
plant in another building.
to
added glory
their names by uniting
with the prevailing sentiment to care at
Master Elwood Albright of the
once for their brothers in battle who lie
force, has gone to Whitcomb Springs for a
helpless and reject a petty gift of a few vacation.
dollars to themselves, thus augmenting
their fame as soldiers in peace as well as
J. A. Weinman, proprietor of the Golden Rule
in war.
store, has returned from a buying trip to New York

tw.

ce

Journal-Democr-

AUTO WRECKS AND THEIR CAUSE

at

City.
very pleasant social affair was the farewell
party given last night by Miss Melva Woods at her
home on South Third street, in honor of Miss Mary
Gaylord and Winifred Hays of Topeka.
A.

No newspaper reader who follows the
shocking increase in automobile accidents
can escape the conviction that a very
large proportion is due to liquor in one
way or another. The liquor may be in the
driver or in the machine which is wrecked or the wrecked machine may be the
result of liquor in the car which did the

M. R. Williams, superintendent of bridges and
buildings for the Santa Fe, is here from his home
in Las Vegas.
An

order of the court has been issued at the

in-

damage.
stance of Dr. W. G. Harrison of this city, in his caThe accident may be a skid or a col- pacity of guardianship, allowing the interests of
lision with a post. It may be the result of minor heirs In the I'erea grant to be sold. The
heedless approach to a railroad or trol- tract consists of 16,000 acres, lying in Guadalupe
ley crossing which ends in death or in- county.
jury, but no matter what form the accident or casualty should take, the amazing thing is that liquor figures in such a
TODAY'S B1EST TlOTOilT
high proportion of cases.
Many times the newspapers at the moment fail to learn that booze has been
a contributing factor in the smash-up- ,
but to Nearly a century ago, one of those rare minds
whom it is given to discern future greatness In
a
shows
numinquiry
surprisingly large
its seminal principles, upon contemplating the sit
automobile
of
ber
misfortunes due to uation of this
continent, pronounced, in a vein of
drink.
inspiration, "Westward, the star of empire
To all motorists and to all pedestrians poetic
takes its way." Let us unite In ardent supplication
who use the highways, this is a condition to the founder
of nations and
builder of worlds,
that may well cause apprehension. In- that what then was prophecy the
may continue unfold
dustrial inefficiency, pauperism, crime, ing into history that the dearest hopes of the
are among the causes that prompted this human race may not extinguished in disappoint
nation to establish prohibition. Reckless inent, and that the last may prove the noblest cm
autoists provide still another reason.
pUe of the time.
John Quincy Adams.

BROOM CORN GROWERS
IN ROOSEVELT COUNTY
'PULLINGVTHEIR CROP

NORMAL STUDENTS GET
CHANCE TO OBSERVE
POINTS OF INTEREST

(Spfelal Correennnilcnre to The Journal.)
Portnles, N. M., Aug. 27. The
broomcorn crop vs so far matured

(Sperhl Cor

thrills, with romance, with dangers by land and sea, all against a
background of historical fact in a
little known period of our nation's
making.
The place,
The time Is 1724-:."first England, then America. The
Hanoverian was on the throne in
London, but across the channel the
French court plotted with a .Stuurt
pretender as a pawn in the game
for control of the rfow world. The
key to that control lay in the fur
trade, through which would he determined whether French or Eng
lish would have the Indians as
their allies in the Inevitable military conflict.
Harry Armerod, a disillusioned
Jacobite, with a price on his head,
cuts his way to the very heart of
this conflict, through an accidental
bit of swordplay, and Is sent to
America to lend the ficht there for
the English side.
"The Doom Trail" Is the wilderness road from the English settlements in New York to Canada, over
which treacherous but powerful interests are carrying on an illicit
trade thai threatens the English
supremacy.
Along this trail stalk
the Red Death and the Black Death
hideous
tortures of the
with the
False Faces for any who may be
there.
captured
But here, too, by a strange fate,
19 the Mistress Marjnry and so both
love and duty leail Harry Arme-rod- 's
feet to seek this hidden and
deadly forest trail,
Who, with such material, could
not weave a tale of brave adventure, of stirring conflict and high
romance? Such is "The Doom
Trail" A book to satisfy in full the
lover of an adventurous story well
"N. P. D."
told.t
..

will cure properly

Writers and New Volumes

ut

How-Je-

which could lend

v

I

that the growers of this crop are
in
now engaged
"pulling the
brush.." Those who raised broom-cor- n
this year Instead of tabling,
as has been the former way of
curing, are pulling the brush and
placing on boards in houses so It

8

Is the only force

y

asked

nT

When the political pot begins to boil, so do the
ico.
t
FUR TRADERS
No limited group of men should have people.
HOOKS RECEIVED.
!
the power to name candidates whose
Well, we wonder which member of the
Make Lively Yitni of Knrly Amernomination through party machinery
The following new books have
ican Days.
family will get married today.
been received from the publishers
not
entails
compatible
obligations
usually
for review in the Journal Book Corwith the efficient administration of their
"Tho Doom Trail." By Arthur P.
ner:
The Democrats held a mob convention Saturday.
Smith. Hiri'tunn"').
inA
besides
direct
CAPTAIN FLOOD. By Rafael
office.
primary law,
Here Is a tale to keep the candle Pahatini.
was a very unconventional mob.
it
Eut
Pp. 356. $2 tHoughton
civic
a
interest
in
affairs
hour
greater
until
that
witching
burning
b
spiring
Miffiin Co.) Another
historical
and
when
graves
yawn
on the part of those who are most vitally
churchyards
feet away from
by the author of "Scaramouche."
"Zionist men ordered to keep
with
It
dead.
their
up
opns
give
is a story of tho redoubtable
concerned, will also take the responsibil- women at "Hell hole" bathing beaches." Denver a brave clash of arms in London This
,
lovers Peter Blood, buccaneer par excel-and closes with encircling
ity out of the hands of a few men and Post headline.
ana undisputed master ot the
lenco
And
old
York.
New
arms
little
in
of
in
the hands
the body politic,
waters of the Spanish Main.
One must admit that Voliva, overseer of Zlon,
place it
every one of the three hundred odd
JUDITH OF THE GODLESS
where it rightfully belongs.
knows his apples and realizes that in many cases pages In between Is packed with
VALLEY.
distance

"LACK OF
CITY PLANNING
COSTS
TAXPAYERS
LION'S," DECLARES EXPERT.
Lack of city planning has cost
taxpayers of this country millions
of dollars in the last fifty years, according to George Burdett Ford,
the American engineer who is rebuilding Rheims. In a recent lecture at Columbia university he said
that any city plan would save n.
large city many millions by directing growth Into channels of efficiency and utility.
Before he went to Rheims to undertake reconstruction work there
by Invitation ot the French gov

y

"Bellinp; the hn'rlf" ia n tlnnW
under
!.!) uarous the classification of cruel and bar- -'
treatment to the neighbors.
L'.fiO

$4.75

MEMBER Of THE ASSOCIATED PRESS to
The Associated T'ress is exclusively entitled to
of nil news credited
the use, fur
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and nlsu
herein.
the local news published
.August

I.

$

The Irish may be an
race, but evidently they are not an
one.

ernment, Ford was a city plan engineer in New York and was a consultant on many of the new building and zoning laws there and In
other cities. He was associated
with the commission on the city
plan ot New York. Besides aiding
In the rebuilding of Rheims he will
also direct work in Verdun, Lens,
towns
Arras and other war-tor- n
and cities in France.
He said that recent surveys
showed that in fifty years Chicago
had wasted $100,000,000
on improvements that had to be removed or altered within a few years,
and that St. Louis and other growing cities wasted much of their
improvement money through lack
of Intelligent city planning.
Pome of the costly errors Incident to haphazard city growth, as
described by Ford, are railway stations located in tumbledown neighborhoods, far from the center of
the city: schools around which factories have been allowed to encroach to such an extent that most
of tho children traverse five or six
blocks of streets congested with
heavy trucking, n constant menace
to their safety; parks which have
become similarly situated; publio
buildings
separated from each
other by great distances, entailing
waste of time and inefficiency In
the transaction of public business;
dwelling houses, comfort of which
has been lessened and value depreciated by the erection of tall buildings around them, nnd congested
traffic on one or two principal
streets, resulting In endless delays.
The Ideal city, according to Ford,
will group Its public buildings in
one spot, and this civic center will
be archltectua'lly planned so that
it will be a thing of pride to all its
citizens, and nn asset to the comwill be provided
parks
munity;
within walking distance of all residential sections; the waterfronts
will be utilized as far as practicable for boulevards so that congestion Is avoided; and the different types of buildings, such ns factories dwelling houses and apartments will he zoned so that the
rights of all will be protected.

OX
RERFNCH
ELECTS CO.MMIMTY'S SENSE
OF .H'STICE," SAYS WOMAN
JUDGE.
Justice or inhlstice In tho rnnrt
inrl the government reflects a sense
of Justice in the
tne
community.
mil Florence E. Allen, Judge of the
common
court of pleas
Cleveland, declared In
a recent address
from the pulpit
of a church. She
spoke from the
text, "What doth
the Lord require
of thee, but to do
to
and
Justly,
love mercy and
to walk
humbly
...111. .
.i
i Mini iiiv uuu n,.
;
i,
jUCxreHWMCtAiia
"it is generally
recogniicd today that frequently
there is a lack of high standards of
Justice In the governments of our
communities and of our nation and
In world affairs," Judge Allen said.
"The establishment and maintenance of Justice In the organized
relations of society must be founded upon the existence of the desire
and practice of Justice In the personal lives of a majority of the
member of society.
"The need for greater Justice In
th community and the world today is an appeal which comes for
its answer to every individual life."

political campaignss as the harvest season.

hinking

MONI

Timely Views of World Topics
'jrSTKF,

Business Maunder
Secretary

s
matter at Hie pnstoffieo
and entry in Santa Fe, N.
of
act
under
Congress of March 17,

Entered as second-clascf Albuquerque, N.
M..

With train service so uncertain there is,
indeed, no place like home.
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WE STILL CAN'T SEE ANYTHING THE MATTER WITH IT

BY THE WAY.

ALBilQUERQUEIOF.NINuJOilHPi

August 28, 1922,

$2

:i,r.4.

By Honore Willsie. Pp.
A. Stokes),

(Frederick

story of another

happiness
nal,

g,

struggle

in life, laid In
clean-winge-

to find

the

eter-

d

and

one hundred per cent
west.
Youth figures prominently
in unearthing the blue-bir-

f

A

LITTLE LAUGHTER

J

Robbed of Sleep!
Dr. Adolf Lorenz. the Viennese
surgeon, said at a dinner in New
York:
"Worse than surgical cases are
neurotic ones people with disordare
ered nerves whose ailments
imaginary people with neurasso
on.
melancholia
and
thenia,
"A man with a neurotic wife said
to mo one day:
" 'Recently my wife took to imagining that every noise meant a
burglar. She kept me awake half
the night.'
" 'You should have told her,' said
I, 'that burglars work in silence.'
" 'I did,' said the man, 'with the
result that silence frightens her
now worse than noises did. She's
all night ever
kept me awake
since.' " Detroit Free Press.

Mother
ing again!

teeth.

Sam, you've been fightYou've lost four front

Sum (taking a little package
from
his pocket) No I ain't
mother. Here they are! Chicago
News.

CHARACTERS
Interesting

Collection of
Specimens.

"Who'i Who
3dltlnn).

Human

ty las spring has had plenty of
rain, while portions of the acreage has been badly damaged by
tho intense heat and dry weather.
But it Is an assured fact that the
crop of 922 will exceed uny previous crop raised in this county
and by far the best brush on account of the way the growers arc
harvesting the brush, which will
make the straws small and green
Instead of coarse and of a reddish
the
been
has
which
color,
hindrance In procuring the top
prices for the brush raised in this
county in previous years.
1

America" (revlfd
A. N. Marquis and Co. J7.SI).
In

Perhaps the most iluminating
book of the year Is a little volume
called "Who's Who In America."
I believe that tho author's intention was to go the author of "The
Mirrors of Washington'' several
points better; this, I am afraid, ho
fails to do.
In the first place the gentleman
behind the Mirrors had an eye for
game; ho picked only those who
would naturally be ripe for disThe man who wrote
cussion.
"Who's Who," on tho other hand,
fills his collection of essays (most
of them are happily brief) with
discussions of all manner of dreary
bores. Hanging from nurserymen
and bishops to presidents and oth
er literary lights, he sketches their
histories in terse and unintelligible English. Evidently he has little imagination or originality. Not
one single line of personal matter
is to be found.
a
On nage 3427, In discussing
certain character, the author says
"Reformed Ch. in America, 1890;
M. Bagdad, Arabia."
This, I believe, is .ho most neatly written
passage In the whole book. On
nages 2478. 689 and 477 others oc
cur, but really, I find no others
to compare with the sharp cleverness of the quoted passage. Even
and
though such entertaining
really revealing bits of persiflage
are to be found occasionally
I consider
throughout the. book,
the work as a whole Is dull, uninterthe several
worth
little
and
esting,
hours it takes to read it. AlthoughI
I staggered through to the end,
was bored most of the way.
Something about the manner of
the book causes me to think that
the author is not entirely unfamiliar with such great works as "Le
Dictlonnaire Premier" and Mr. E.
Brittanlca's
"History P- ofG- H-the
World."
-

(Special correspondence lo inp .Journal.)
Portales, N. M., Aug. 27. Miss
Alice Musick of near Causey, this
county, who was so seriously Injured some three weeks ago by being
kicked on the forehead by ti mule

and her skull crushed,
causing
her left side to be paralyzed, and
also lost her voice, was operated
on at the Clovis hospital and the
crushed bone was removed. Since
that time Miss Musick has been
able to talk and Is rapidly improving and was removed from the
hospital to a friend's home in PorLAS VEGAS READY FOR
tales today.

LITTLE TALKS

-

ON

STATE CONVENTION OF
THE AMERICAN LEGION

THRIFT

(Sperl.il

By 3. W. STRAUS, President
American Society for Thrift.

'"THE

time is never lost that is
devoted
to work," wrote
Emerson.
Work and thrift are
two of the

chief essentials of progress, but it is
just as necessary that we
use judgment
and care in
our work as
it is that we

WHO'S WHO

f,

to The .lotirnul.)

's

WOMAN IS IMPROVING
AFTER AN OPERATION

-

A Dig!
The preacher was out on the
links and thought a small moral
lesson might not be amiss.
"I notice," he remarked mildly,
IN THE DAY'S NEWS
"that the players who get the lownot
those
who
are
scores
swear."
est
SHOP TALK
EDITH WHARTON.
"Why the hell should they?" ex
claimed the gloomy golfer, as he
Edith Wharton, noted novelist,
slice
of
turf.
up another
is being widely quoted these days
John S. Gotshall, sport editor of dug
Punch.
on her views of woman's new posithe Journal, is the author of a
tion in the world. She holds that
In
the
"Ham
and
story,
Ecgers,"
"Whv Is .Tob.ion looking so down the balance 0f sexes is vital to
current number of "Short Stories," In the mouth?"
an
magazine published
Mrs. Wharton
"The poor fellow was disappoint
Page & Co. The ed In love.'
by Doubleday
was born In New
a
is
lively prize, fight yarn
story
"Of notirsn. It never does come
York In 1862. She
told in the best ringside lingo of nn tn one's expectations."
Louis
was eaucatea ai
one "Fat Withers."
Mr. Gotshall
Courier-Journa- l.
home. In 1 885 she
will publish another fight story, ville
Edward
married
In
"The Chili Kid,"
the samo magrA
nvpr the congrega
Wharton, of Bosazine. He has a deep understand- tion filed slowly out and gathered
ton. She is the
ing of boxers of all classes and is in little chattering groups.
author of many
familiar with the sport himself
fhA
UD
enme
It.
minister
tifonnl
hooks,
among
through long following and actual and Joined a select little party. Ho
which the most
participation. "The Chill Kid" has Introduced an old ?a captain to
are
prominent
a New Mexico locale.
"The Greater In
light of the village, a
Yvor Winters, a resident
of tho leading
"
"The
clination.
Mr. Smith.
Santa Fe, appears In the September wealthy
L
' t To i chiton!,"
"You must have seen eacn otner
Issue of Poetry with a new group
Instan-- l
"Crucial
in
church
today," said the beamof poems. "The Fragile Season" Is
' ces," "The Valley
.
clergyman.
ing
characteristic:
"
"
was
of D e c i s i o n."
"Sure," sa:d the old salt, 'e
rfrWVwy"Sanctuary,"" The
sleepln' in the next bunk to me."
The scent of summer thins.
Descent of Man," "Italian Villas
L. A. Times
The air grows cold.
and their Gardens." "Italian Back
Time nnd Change.
grounds," "The House of Mirth,"
One walks alone
nvViv wVinr In the world has be "Madame de Treymes," "The Fruit
And chafe's one's hands.
one
The
watch?
you of the Tree," "The Hermit and the
come of your
"Motor - flight
Woman,"
used to have had a handsome gold Wild
The fainter aspens
Through France," "Artemis to
case,
Thin to air.
"Tales of Men and Ghosts,"
I know It did, but circumstances
The dawn
alter cases.
Is frost on roads.
fniladeipiua 'leio- - "The Reef," "The Custom of the
Country,"
"Xingu,"
"Fighting
graph
France," "Summer," "The Marne, '
Thin ending of the year
One wonders what became of "In Morocco." She is a member of
Is like the lacy ending of a last
those clothes we sent the Belgians the Chevalier Legion of Honor ot
year's leaf
when one sees tho pictures taken France,
Turned up in silence.
on the bench at Ostend. Life.
A Swedish
mother lays hor
Air gives way to cold.
New York MVnlng Telegraph.
child's head on a book, in order
civilizaolder
is
than
In tho two years since prohibi
The wig
that it may be quick to learn, and
tion U"oumo a law, a lot has flowed tion, for tho savage woro one to puts coins in its first bath in the
over the darn that wasn't water.
mako him appear more formidable belief that her action will insure
on the field of battle.
the infant's future prosperity.
Life,

rtiii.i

and bring the

highest market price. A great
deal of the 7,000 acres which was
planted to broomcorn In this coun-

'

'onuVnt--

Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 27.
The Normal Tnlversity at Las
Vegas Is located In the heart of
an historical and scenic environment equalled only by that of
ev MeNxieo's capital city of
Santa Fe. Last summer nuiner- ous school nnd student excursions
were made from the Normal university to Kearney Gap, El Por- venir. Mora and even to Santa
Fe, the Frijoles and the Taos
country by many of the students..
I'resTdent Wagner
announces
that the results of the summer's
experiment were so satisfactory
that not only will the program
be repeated in enlarged form next
summer, but something of the
same sort will bo carried out in
tho fall and spring months of this
school year. Plans have already
been mudo for Saturday truck
excursions during the first month
ot school to Hot Springs and the
lower Gallinas canyon, Romero- ville canyon, Starvation Peak, and
Mora. These trips cost the stu
dents about 23 cents each, an exlow price for an
traordinarily
excursion
anywhere.
During the winter, Saturday trips
are made at a still less cost lo
the splendid skating ponds on the
properties of the Agua Pura company In the lower Gallinas canyon.
Normal university students are
encouraged to take advantage of
the line outdoor life offered by
the unrivaled surroundings of the
school, and the school authorities
express their pleasure at the fact
that more and more of them are
finding time to do so each year.
No better method is offered, they
say, for the young people of New
Mexico to become acquainted with
tho historic setting and scenio
wealth of their own state.

work

The

at

all.

term

"hard work"
is often applied as one of

the
needful
qualities of in- dividual success, but "intelligent
work" more aptly describes the
processes that bring upbuilding.
While it is ture that those who get
on best in the world are hard
workers, they do so because they
plan their work so that every
moment will count for the most.
There are those who literally work
themselves to death, and yet accomplish but little in the way of
advancement.
Let us understand that it is
the part of thrift to do our work
intelligently. It is thrifty to study
each detail connected with our
daily duties and in this way find
out if we are wasting time and
energy.
No matter how menial our tasks,
we
should
not become mere
automatons. It should be our constant endeavor to find means, if
possible, for doing our work more
efficiently. If it were not for the
fact that thoughtful men have
constantly sought to improve
methods of work we would not
have the marvelous
gifts of
science and invention that have
become necessities of our daily
8. W. STRAUS

Correspondence lo The Jonrnnl.l

Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 27. All
arrangements have been completed for the state convention of
the American
Legion,
opening
here Monday morning.
Registration and assembly for
the beginning of the sessions will
take place Monday morning In the
Piuncan opera ho'use. The day will
be devoted
to business,
after
which there will be a banquet at
o'clock in the Elk's club.
The convention banquet is being given for the legion by the
Chamber of Commerce.
The directors of thi chamber will be
guests of the convention at the
banquet.
The program for Tuesday includes a morning business
meet,
ing followed by a buffet luncheon
in the Y and a brief session In
he afternoon,
after which the
delegates and visitors to the convention will be taken to Phoenix
Lake for a barbecue and dance.
The public has been invited to
attend this affair. Tickets to the
barbecue and dance will be given
out at the Y. M. C. A. Tuesday.
Attention today was called to
the fact that the visiting Legion-alre- s
will require means of transportation to Watrous, so all local
persons who have machines and
are going to the fete are urged
to take as many of the visitors as
possible.
Final sessions of the convention
will occupy Wednesday.
It is expected Ihnt 11111 Hnlorrf.
fully as many visitors will be here
tuti uiree aays.
I

1

INTERNATIONAL AUTO
SPEED CLASSIC TO BE
HELD AT KANSAS CITY
(By The Aamrluled

I'resi

)

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 27
Plans virtually have been completed for the 300 mile international speed classic, to he
over Kunsas City's new Jf.ooheld
000
speedway, Sptmber 16. Racing
followors declare that several records should be broken.
Entries have been received from
the foremost drivers of the
game,
including Jimmy Murphv, 1922 A.
A. A. champion,
Harry Harts runner-up
to Murphy at the Indl'anap- ?Io,ra.ce.thla year'- - Tommy Milton,
lives.
19.1 A. A. A. champion; Cliff
Roscoe Sarles, Al Melcher,
Try to do your work better and
more efficiently.
This is true Joe ThomuB, Frank Elliott and
.
thrift. It 'will bring results in Jerry Wonderlich.
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker will
your developmejt and progress.
be the referee of the event,
t
Du-ra-

:

2L

K

1

If

hi

CLASS! HBO APY Elf ESIEMIEif S

Stave a Wf mi
Tdlfl

'KINGSBURY'S
A

A GOOD

BUY
stucco house, bath,
sleeping porch, largo, front porch,
service porch, garage, lawn, shade,
vines. A dundy home, completely
furnished.. $5,000. J 1,250 cash
will handle. See.
ACKKUSOX & GRIFFITH,
'
Realtors!
120 S. Fourth St.
riione 414.

KOLUMN

Largo lot,' sidewalks,' shade,
brick housi modern,
locfttf'i close in and a dandy
for $3,000. Some terms it desired.
five-roS-

T, .KINGSBURY.
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
'
D,

Phono

.
j

For Sale By
218

W.

$5,000

ern,

CO,

Gold.
Phone 407.
e
SURE DANDY
adobe, five room mod-

bungalow new,
juaai,
iireyiuut
$6.000
brick, modern, well built,
hardwood floors, hot water heat, ahado
and fruit trees. Fourth ward.
adobe, stucco, bath, etc.
$4,200
mist front, shtuia and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street,
Borne good buys (n business property.
Lota and houses iu all parts of the city.
iiouro,

,

SIX ROOM MODERN
close in, west side.
ROOM MOD-cr$4,500 FIVE
brick, elevation.
ROOM MOD-er$4,250 FOUR
brick, east side.
ROOM MOD-er$4,000 FOUR
brick. Fourth ward.
ROOM MOD-er- n
$3,850 FOUR
brick, Fourth ward.
FIVE ROOM MOD-er- n
$3,600
adobe plastered; west
side.
ROOM MOD-r- n
$3,250 FOUR
brick; west side.
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
sizes, shapes and colors irom
$750 to $15,000. Let US show
you. At your service.
Members:
Ney. Mexico State
Realty, Association.
$4,750

if

WANTED

;

P. O. BOX 521

.

n,

WANTED

-

more
furnished
and ,unf urnlshedHiouses to rent.
Yours for service.
ROBERTS.TURNEK CO.
218 W. Gold.
Phone 407.

Twenty-fiv-

e

Welt located in the Fourth
Ward, consisting of combination living room, dining room,
largo bedroom and .large sleeping porch, kitchen and front
Terms extra good.
porch.
A, L, Martin Company,

clow to cur lino,
fenced, and fine shade.
It must sell. Terms to Bult
purchaser.
Phono 657.
"Our roisonnl Attention
to
Every Little Detail."

Realtors.
Real Estate, 'Fire and Auto
Insurance.

Franklin

Phono 156.

CO,

R

218 West Gold.
Phono 407.
CHOICE
AND
RESIDENCE
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

--

n,

A nine room house (adobe)
Willi heat, bath, "etc. Three fire
places), large, airy, sunny rooms
on a corner lot 150x142 feet,

Loons,

4
3
2
2

VALLEY HOMES
rooms modern, $3,150; terms.
rooms, furnished, $2,250; terms
rooms and s. p., $1,850; terms.
rooms and s. p., $1,100; terms.

J.

E. Gonce
110 West Silver

Real

state
Phone 477

'

&

Company

Realtors.
Insurance,
Subdivisions.

SQUARE

DEAL'

for both buyer and
seller by the
NEW MEXICO STATE
llEALTV ASSOCIATION

Demanded

ApartmenU

FOR RENT

lrcyfuss

Cfeaip

'

BY
five
House;
Brick, Stucco
rooms, pantry, porches, hardlawn,
wood floors, sidewalks,
No. 314 South Sixth street.
1444-Phono
rlce only $4,700.

in.

beautiful levt
city and ditch water, $20

and

$10

good

per

M

D. Kelqher, Realtor,
I'hono 410.
111 West Gold.

J,

business lot wtth
frame cottage, close

$4,000.

s
New bungalow,
and Eloeiilnff porch, modern,
good . location, $3,250 $1,000
cash and $40 a month.
ln Third ward, two
rooms and S. 1, modern, price
$1.750
$150 ca.h and $50 a
month.
house lo.
New threc-rooaddicated in Alljrisht-Moor- e
water
and ditch
tion, city
water Igood garden land, $1,400
and $25 monthly.
$150 cat-lSmall eottaije, two rooms
and Klas"d-lslcepim? porch,
all furnished, for quick sale
four-room-

lots,
flown

month.

Better Get Your Snxr.

this-plac-

ESTATE.

REAIj
South

112

Third

Street.
14

Phone

It Lasts
$10.00 Per Loa'd
A

Better

Orade

$15.00.

u,

MILLION' & WOOD,

Realtors.
Cold. Insurance, Loans.

ON ACCOUNT

Lumber

Albuquerque,

"PRICED

TO

'&

Cv

terms.

rJee

A, C, STARES,
821 W. Gold Ave.
I'hone 168

New Mexico,

PAT, THE

Room.

FOR SALE

Real
401)

Estate Exchange

West Copper

Ave.

Railway Company
FIRE
will employ
house find

Ln

i.ia shops---

,

round

car department at

Denver, Trinidad and Cheyenne, men snitablo for such
service. Hoard
and lodKing
free under amplo protection.
Ideal climate and working conditions.
Free transportation.
Time and one half paid after
eisht hours and for Sundays
and Legal Holidays. Wire or
write

PLUMBER,

INSURANCE

Whou you saw the other fellow's house burn you thought
of your fire insurance.
Did you talce out
additional insurance you wanted.
Wo will bo glad to have a
man call on you and fix It up.
Houses for fale, for rent, for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or leaK?.'
H, CHAS, ROEHL
Phono 010.
,

th;

--

216 North Third,
Plumbing

Four-moname, close ln,
Third ward, a good buy at $1..
"DO
$100
cash and $25.00
monthly.

The Colorado
and Southern

SELL"

modern
bungalow,
sleeping porch, basement, nhade
trees, largo lot on paved
street, t'lnsn In on South Arno.
This HOME must sell, $1,000
first payment, balance easy

$1,400.

OF,

mechanical craft employes
hnvinir frono on a strike,

Five-roo-

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

OWNER

SALE

Addition

Now on Sale,

W.

McKinley Land
FOR

A
five-roo-

modern stucco home
with fireplace, biisement ;uul
furnace heat. The rooms are
arfte and airy, largo screened
Iront porch, east front. The
Dwner is leaving town and will
make a sacrifice to sell before
teavinff. Let us show you
today.
Five-roo-

Aa Long As

A

FOR SALE

Lots In (ho Now

BERNARD. A. SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.

R

FOR RENT

Rentals.

SPLENDID HOME,

n

J.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

OPPORTUNITIES

THINK OF IT

or $2,850

Buy

GOOD BUY
Four blocks off Central avenue;
cosy home, four rooms, glassed
MONEY, MONEY. MONEY
(deeping porch, fine slinde, lawn,
We need more money to loan on
Fourth ward. good Albuquerque property. It you
(loot!
location,
Liberal terms, have money we can place It for you
Priced
$3,750.
hurry.
J. P. GILTj REALTY CO.
R.McCluglian, Realtor, 204 West
323 V. Central.
Phono 770.
"a rmnuiv
Gold, Phone 443-liafire, auto, plate glass, personal
Insurance.
bility and burglary

KtdUr

A good house In Fourth ward
that is worth the money and
priced to sell, will pay spot cash.
Must be close in, $3,500 to $5,000.

A Good

223 W. Gold.

A

caurunre,
Fire, Arcldem, Autonrildle
Surety Bui la, Loans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
.telephone 674.

CON-cret-

Fourth ward.

stucco house, hardfeatures,
wood floors, built-i- n
two screened porches, garage,
The
lot.
corner
on a good
price
is only $3,500 with good terms.
You can't afford to miss this
one CALL
jas. m. jonxsox,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
Phono 210.
210 W. Gold.
Five-roo-

frame

unas

inuuern,
Central.

907--

R

HEIGHTS

FOE SALE

-

A. FLEHSCBIEK,
ROBERTS-tURNE-

BEST BUY IV 1NIVERS1TT

Seven-roo-

BARGAIN

210 West Gold.
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H, W,

and Heating.

Ridgway,

r

INVESTOR
frame, Third ward;
FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms. FOR RENT Room at 616 West Copper.
Supt. Motive Power,
Repair Work a Specialty.
fourth street, modern ....$2,600
On account of high altitude, will
reasonable.' Glldersleeve ElectHo Co.
FOR RENT Cool front room. Una W.i
201.
PHONE
1'hree-rooDO YOU WANT
Colo.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment and Fruit. Phone 2042-Denver,
take a fcood substantial loss on
adobe, Third ward;
1010 Forrester.
garafee. Phone 1590-Servjood street
my income property. This propand
$1,800
Adjustment
FOR
Prompt
RENT
Three housekeeping rBtims.
FOR RENT Two-roowas built by myself and Is a
for
apartment
erty
Van Monty Company
919 North Fourth.
ice?
Let
Sales
Realty
Company
10:3 West New York,
housekeeping.
bargain. l;Vr Information see my
insurance.
havo
your
111 .South Second St. I'hono CC9.
FOR
FOR
KENT
Furnished
FOR ItljNTRooms for light housTkie?
room; no sick.
T). T. Kingsbury,
210 West
FOR SALE Koumi
Over Stale National -15nnk,
FOR SALE MiscenAneoui afrent,
en west silver.
Kealtors.
ing. 21 S South' Walter, phone U67-J.- FOR HUNT Two-rooGold. I'hono K07-furnished house.
T'OH BALE Htiujio.
323 Columbia.
Telephone !W8:FOR RENT Several reoms. unfurnished.
FOR KENT Two furnished housekeepKorrertcr.
l;!'il
ItJU'llAHH f,., oajinltlK. rhrino 2117-lt- l.
124 South Edith.
FOR BALE OK TRADE Nice home.
ing apartments; no sick; no children.
I'Olt Rrc.NT Sleeping porch end
roil SA l.K Canary birds. Phono lor,7
Postofflce Box 4(56, city.
503 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnlehec! room. 322 South
207 North Maple.
AUTOMOBILES
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
FOR HALE Three-roorrame house, FOR KENT Two uirnished rooms, for
teventti, phone 729-t'uimry blrUs; cheap. Phone
RIO NT one-rooFOR
WANTED
FOR
0
HELP
furnished
on fifty-foKALE
house,
1423
Call
$650.
at
lot;
SiiOO;
AT'I'IKM'.VN
Light Hulck,
.light housekeeping; adults; no nick. FOR RENT Furnlshea rooms; no call- l'J?o
Forrester.
VTrnla.
751 South Second.
'""rift ear. 116 West Oold.
TliY UUDUT-uren. iiti Bouth Walnut
-- '.r'1
MILK.: llnST IN TlllVN
WILSON AMI WILSON,
ur-l- (
om house tor light
Phone !41.1-IliXl'KKT RADIATOR ltEPXlKINO
6T FOR RENT- FOR SALE Four
bia rooms, white FOH RE.-Modern
furnished apart- FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick;
AltorneN.
K- Wheel
housekeeping. 111 Kouth Edith.
Metal Works, 217 North Third.
WANTED Delivery boy. Palace Drug
slucco bungalow, 13.300; (1,300 cash,
Voli SAI.K Concurd grapes.
ment; private bath. Averlll Apartments,
cnimren, 414 West Silver.
Hulldlng.
Phono Booitii IB, 17 and 1!) Cromwell
balance easy.
1423 Virginia.
'j'wo-r.oL'llll-JFOR
RENT
OompHn?.
20SV6
FOR
iir,3-.r- .
rurnished
5
North
Second.
Al.rc
bouse,
Phone
UllAYSTO.-tuulck touring car;
rooms. 21 8
West d.,1.1.
'
flrst-las- s
with porch, 1023 South Walter.
FOH SALE New
modern home, 1500 FOR RENT A-- J furnished apartment,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
RRAKB.MKN,
Co.
beginners
FlHEMliN,
Von X.U.F.- llarljer's
Phone 210-Mrs. E. Ouldl.
chair.
nt
.in
fllVHIl'IANM AMI HI'KliKONH,
down and monthly payments like rent.
Two-rooFOR RENT
Clean
Railway, city.
J150, later $200; no strike.
unfurnished
"Ulh First.
and comfortable; suitable for LARGE, cool room,
X A. Hammond. 824 East, Silver.
IK. S. !.. Iiri!l6.
beautifully furnished. care Morning Journal.
house, in rear of lot. 220 'North Sixth.
Iwo.
655 West Marble.
Foi; SALi; Otio Ford truck, one Ford
Kram-H- .
iM.vM(
noma.
oHin.
.l;AI.i:e'uno,irtl
west
DUenses of the Stomach
izii
Xlandy's
FOH BALE By ownei, suburban home, FOR RENT A furnished
for bolt factory.
lor, rebuilt, cheap; terms. Phone FCi RENT New three-roolinnrh, phme t'4"S-J- l.
bungalow.
apartment. In FOR RENT Furnished room and kltch- - WANTED Hhook cutter
Suite 3. Hirnett 3 : ill tllrtsr
1M3-M- .
four rooms and aleepMg porch1, city
Bouth II it h, ;5 a m onth. Phone "93. I''C1K KAUO
Apply Mcdatfey Co., Chamber of Com
home, to murrled couple; no
private
Smuii
nnone
elder
e.i
152.
ot
press,
l
lilt. MAHtwl;l;i .ItT'.VHl(;UT.
merce building.
water, fruit trees, grupe arbor. Postof- sick. SIB West Roma.
uenirai,
DON'T JIUi" until you see my car, Cadil- FOR RENT
Four-rooIn.
brick house,
O. B. rifirke.
FOR RENT Lara, frousekaenlnr rnnm
flce hox 213, cy.
Residence 1i;:i Kist Central
phonn 2405
lac R, A- -l slinpe; three hundred dollurs.
WANTED Orchard man, experienced In
1021 FUR HA l.K Eliihlv-to- n
APARTMENT
modern; ln excellent condition.
Three rooms, sleeping
Phnrie 571.
floor, at 612 North Second.
onflrst
woorl.n(ai.
ih,
In UniFOR SALE Five-rooP"itth
H.
O.
house,
sixth.
2l
Forrester.
Clarke,
crop.
handling apple
J25. 407
porch,
completely
O. H. Clnrkc,
furnished,
237.
hoi
Alhmiuernuh.
S. M.Mll I! MiKLI S, I). ).
ion RENT Two furnished
versity Heights, two porches, garage, East Conl. phone 1145-.f..r box 287, Albuquerque,
Fun tiAl.E DoSie touring, Nash (ilx FOR RENT Two-roohouse with sleep- I' lilt KAI.H HnlN-llnnk TlillMlng.
light
(Mtllens'
114
1606
South
ii
housekeeping.
modern, furnished or
Arno.
Davis
i'o.
WANTED Man to cook for two men ami
Plrt; both ko.uI buys. Hoover Motor
FOR KENT Four-rooing porch; city water and lights, US.
modern, furnishnml 2UJJ-J- .
nark roswooi cqsr, $1R5. Phnnnpiano,
Phone Hfl-Cornell.
loii.
Call Company, 418 West Copper.
do chores around county store.
Phono 410.
ed apartment, with sleeping porch. 618 FOR RENT Very desirable rom, ad- H.
UK.
C. ( LAIIKIC,
joining bath; close In. 114 Bouth Arno. at 405 West Copper.
KOoriNC
FOR SALE Five-roomodern cottage, South Edith, phone 1429-R- .'
SAVE to to 75 per cent on used parts FOR KENT Beautiful furnished modern
FIX PERT
Kye, Kar, Not,e and Throat.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished
eunrantcprl work, phone 1&S4-.garage, $3,1,00; FOR RENT One single,
difsleeping porch and
etc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
house, wllh glttHSed-l- n
y
Bleeping porch.
sleeping WANTED Uund sawyers, good gradoie ferent
ona'larger
Barnett
I'hono lit.
.lulldlng.
$400 cash, 637 South Broadway, phone
room, close In.
cars. Mcintosh Co.. 311 West
311 Kouth Arno.
J31 North Fourth.
UeANGHUS,
and fast sawyers only. Address
pure milk, bulter,
furnished
hot
apnratVient;
Office Fours
J7R-.-M.
Ke cher.o
hox BUS, Albuquerque, N.
ond
water. 151-1- 5 West Roma, phone 490-Phone
ton KENT Nicer oean sleeping and
FOR RENT Houses, all klndsifurnlshed
9 to IS a. m.. end 2 to 6 p. ra.
FOR SALE Fifty dullari cash, and
housekeeping rooma. 121U North Third. CONCRETE form carpenters, tenmslera, FF.Nl'i:it WRACKS FOR FOKDS Have
and unfurnished.
McMillln
Wood,
FOR KENT Furnished, twosVaill. mod-er- n
'
I'O it .KAI.E
reasonable monthly payment buya ft
yuiir fenders braced and save on tire Realtors, 2QC West Oold.
Oal applts for Jell, 2c
laborers; good wages; transportation to
rooms; no sick; no FOR RENT Two nice rooms furnished
M. SHERIDAfl, M. D.
nice four-ra- n m residence. Addres owner, ehlldrpn.housekeeping
pound
for housekeeping. Apply 621 West 811- - job. Employment Agency. 110 S. Third. expenses; let us show you; satisfaction FOR RENT Furnished
753 South Edit , phone K.na-W- .
I.ynch's Orchards. 1:15 For- cottage.' two rcsirr.
cars Journal.
,
Duke
guaranteed.
Predion Mm'.ted to
City
Oarage.
Live wire salesman with car,
rooms and sleeping pwrh, lights, south
Three-rooWANTED
FOR
KENT
furnished
mod
house with
FOR SALE Three-roohHl ALli Twelve Itauce Itemlnffion OFN1TO - I'ltlNtlKY lIMASE9
who can sell real estate and fire In- FOH SALK Large assortment of
Phone 2058-ern apartment; hot and cold water; no imjk KENT Large . front room
highlands.
and surance.
chicken house for two hundred chickens cnimren.
20S
mud
West
colors.
OF THE rK.IN..
HcMllllon and Wood.
new.
piimii gun; practically
paints, varnishes
Phone ANU DISKASKS
611 south Arno. phone 678
Four-rooporch, private home, ateanvsheat, S02
rtouse Hnd sleepPee It. K. Monahan, automobile painting, FOR RENT
1205, West
In t onnectlon.
garage, lights and water.
WnSHerman
Gold.
Mlmnilnrr
FOR RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath North High,
ing porch, furnished.
Inquire 614
7H2 South Second; phone 651 W.
.
vlrnn, phone 400-111(12.
Clllzena
Itnnk
ten-foI'hone H99.
SAL12
140S-news
men
Foil
WANTED
FO
South
Five
agents
Young
RENT
and
Edith,
front
Nice.''
'phone
dry g(
clean anRrtmenm.
porch, completely furnished;
house, bath apd no
FOR SALE Thrte-xooto
be
cash
must
furnish
able
counters. Apply Kahn's
on train;
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 811 V4 West
Store,
Two and three-roosick; no ennqren. iiz South Nirrrh
fur. N'orth
FOR A GOOD used car come snfl set FOR RENT
Bleeping porch; lofSOx'G; Fourth ward;
references.
and
D.
' 'nnai.
M.
First,
good
C.
F.
security
give
0
8!
BAKES,
nlshed house.
South Wafler. IlliOR 1H.NT Three rooms and
15,800; terms. W. J. Rice, at P. F.
what wo have and thope we hsve listed
Harvey News Agency.
FOU SALH-plan- o -- Mahogany player piano; no Discuses of the l
K furnished for light housekeeping. buth,
at 13 East Pacific.
on kknt Nice oui-sta- e
609
ye. Glasses Fitted
sleeping
sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and qil.'e
for
phone 643.
has
sweeter tone; $275 cosh, or
- Hotel
fSouth
,
216
unfurnlsh-709HoteL
ilium.
Aiouuueraue
FOR RENT Enur- ve-room
Office removed to 114 N. SecGold, phone 1200.
FOR SALE .OR RENT Three rooms and office. First. Apply at the SayKom
note.
North Second.
Phone 1.111 J.
71.1. 717 South
ed houses, 70K,
ond Bt. Ground floor. Phone 842,
sleeping porch, furnished; bullt-l- n fea- FOR KENT N,ew two rooms
WANTED Errand boy with wheel. The
i
KA1.F
FOlt
1530.
t40
Phone
Two
each.
rooms
Good,
Walter,
I'uu
comfortable
clean,
and
furnished
lot
for
sleep
2r,xl42iprlce J1.000,
tures; city water;'
Foit SALE 11)1 Ford touring, deEconomist,
double white Iron bed, springs and
ngnt nousekscplng; privat home. 707
ing porcn, modern; well furnished
rent $55. Phone 1D14-house, furnished,
CHIROPRACTORS
mountable rims, Hassler shock Mbsorb-- , FOR RENT Two-roolr,, 323 Columbia.
chicken yard and garage.
411 West pouin inira.
with sleeping porch,
10-- 1
per munth. mattress,
cord
a
also
tires,
ers;
cottage,
Dodge
FOR SALE Dandy three-rootouring,
anta
Fe.
1324
RALb.
Second.
Norlh
i'OR
i'Url
RENT
Room
used,
Inquire
excellent
con
and
all
l'lnyer
are
and
planu.
cars
all
both
well
furnished;
on South Walter;
porch,
bargains
Office assistant, young lady will around;
4'hlropMetIr.
condition; first
cash
investlKatlne
be sold at a big sacrifice. Trade the FOR RENT 108
and very easy bull Jtfi.NT Fufrnshed apartment; two
veniences; not water all the time. 214 WANTED
Bouth Arno, seven
modern; low priced,
11) and '.'O Ar:!jo Building.
of pleasing manner and personality, old
car In; terms can be nrranged. Mcrooms and bath,
basement. buyer sure to take It. Phone inn,
terms. Apply 701 East Santa Fe, phone no rooms and kitchenette; "ground floor; ionn waiter.
of
some
has
who
typewriting
knowledge
311-1- 5
1B28-West
P.
F.
children; rent very cheap. 415 West FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room. and
Auto
or
intosh
Co..
Phono
run
ynpper.
.New
MeOanna,
ma
693.
Ai,t,
tfliiiter
be
sewing
will
permanent
bookkeeping; this
Lead.
or
cash
use or kitchen If desired. 409 West
Phone
payments.
IN NEED Ot
WHEN
newly furFOR SALE New four-rooyour vacant houses witn the City 073--chine; call
Ll'f
position to righ party and Is with local
411 East Central.
apartment, four Lead, phone 1453-Istate age, experience, and formere, TinES. rims, carburetors, springs, mag
Rca.ty Co., for prompt and efficient
FOlt SALE Tlireo choice lots on East
nished, modern home, 309 VassaT ave- FOR KENT Furnished two-roojfrm;
7.
TYPE Wit ITERS, all mrfkes, lie and up;
rooms, modern; also
8f7 West Oold. phone
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles. service
apart FOR R'ENfsVeeping room, also one employers.
Phono 121J.
Postofflce box
tfllver.
nue; garage; must go east September 1;
rr.ent
1104
with
$3
North
116
accessories
West
Silver,
month.
sleeping
horns,
porch.
to
sacrifice.
Mexico
per
bearings
New
Albuquerque Typewriter SEK ltOUEItT.S-TUUNEl- I
housekeeping room. S09 South BroadFOlt 11ENT
willing
CO., :18 VVest
h.ue, 815modern,
COME TO PARTS HEADqUARTEKH.
Bouth
second,.
mcnanse,
iza
fourth.
way phone 1778-water
North
hot
with
phone 477.
'
heating plant,
Oold, for real bargains in homes.
TO DATE TUB
WE HAVE SALVAGED
Female,
IflSO-FOR 8AI E Used
-l
Phone
ROOMS Newly
ntl
Fourth,
opposite
park.
trsctors,
FOR SALE New homes by owner; one FOR KENT Three, lovely roomi
furnished,
CARS:
large, col,
FOLLOWING MAKES OF
with (ang pl.iws.
854 West Gold; one
glassed porch, east front, close
Hardware FOR RENT
clean, modern, bath,
and WANTED Experienced sales women,
MisceHaneou
Bulck C24, C25, D4
D55; Cadillac, FOlt RENT Nicely furnished four-roo210 furnished, gas and coal ranges.
S33 South Fourth.
Key at down.
110 Norlh Maple; one four-rooThe Economist.
brick with nlopplng porch; gas. lights Department. J. Kurber ft Company.
Chevrolet 490. FB,
Chalmers,
Sil- chafdler,
621
West
Call
-terms.
FOlt tilONY tiaraue. 71U West Lead.
FOM
BALK Fresh buttermilk, and cotNorth Maple;
t,
and bath. Apply at 711 Pouth Edith.
IMPERIAL
ROOMS
Dort,
Hodge.
WANTED
for
Raby
clean
general
Grant;
Nice,
rooma;
experienced
girl
FOR RENT Three-roo- m
furnished apart
ver, phone 1948-tage cheese also fresh milk In gallon FOlt RENT tJar.ige. 514 West Coal.
rates by
Ford. Hun 20 H. K. N. : Maxwell, Mitch FOU RENT Desirable four large rooms
or week. Over Pastime
housework , 1001 West Tl.lerns.
lots, fiwayne's Dairy, phone 1915-ment; hot and cold water, lights and Theater, 211 day West Central.
Olds 8. Overland, every model: Saxon
BUY from owner and save middleman's
and glawed-l- n
FOlt KEN T Placo, elcellent condition.
sleeping porch; clean
woman for gen ell
WANTED Middle-age- d
421
and
rent
reasonable.
rooms
bath,
4 and t: Studehaker
'
Willys-Knigh- t,
phone,
four
paid;
and
modern
6;
HICKS' DAIRY
LINCOLN Al'ARTMENTS. newlv (urnlah.
and well furnished. 212 Bouth High.
Phone 1S04-.- I
profit,
eral hcVusework, 311 West Fruit.
features and gar- south Brydway.
modal.
every
two porches, bullt-l- n
GUARANTEED
MILK
td
hot
and cloas In, WANTED-i-Housemal- d
roimii
FOH liENT Furnished and unfurnished
waior.icool
Unisana
Cornell.
09
In
for
small
South
oar
above
ths
see
don't
If
Choice
at
of
rooms
RENT
and
two
PINTS.
you
your
8c: rjunrtB. ir.e.
?QR
BWuth Third, phone 814-Phone 7S1.
age. Inquire
The firat Chinese woman to study
homes in all parts of the city, rtoberte-Turntnrlum; go home nights. Apply 1416 Pst. remember,
or canvassed sleeping porch,
glaBsed
versity Heights.
FOU SALE
Co., 218 Wfct Oold, phone 4u7.
three-ZooRENT Two
Large assortment of auto- dentistry waa Miss Tilth Sal So
fir South Edith.
WE ARE RALVAC3TNO LATH) MODEL
clean and FOR
It will be to youra modern, nicely furnished,
mobile
FOR SALE Homes.
varnishes
colors.
and
nlshed
paints,
apartment, modern" no elck; WANTED At once,
CARS EVERY DAY.
almost new See B. F.
Ijeantr, who was graduated -- rom an
FOJt JtENT Attractive
1223 South Edith
cool.
competent lady
Interest to sea us before purchasing
Monahsn, automobile painting, American dental school in 1905.
floor.
417 West Silver.
In addition to the largest stock of used
hoiisi, three rooms and scrpned sleep- 702 flouth
- ground
law of
for
the largest
S51-stenographer,
l&tfe
RENT
FOR
Three
rooms,
glasscdSecond.
Pnone
hone ns we have
COMw
si
In
the slate.
carry
Roberts-Turner
The Girl Heserves, the junior oring porch, unfurnished. Ill West
Co., 318
fice; state experience and salary expect- parts
ln sleeping porch, bath adjoining, nice FOle' RENT Furnished light housekeeptn the city.
CEDHO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
PLETE Una of NEW gears, drlva shafts,
ing rooms: gas, bath, phone; well peo-pl- ed. Fred Nicholas, Magdalenn, N. M.
West OoTrl. phone 407.
ly furnished for housekeeping; desirable
direct from Cedro canyon to user;
axle shafts and genera) accessories, for OJ'IH SJTB university,
no children.
four-roo416 Wesf Oold.
fur61
Coal.
West
at
n
location.
Well-bu5
$
t
time
LADIES Earn
ganization of the Youns Women's
ev ry car.
by' practical
weekly spare
fOR SALE
nished house, glnsffed sleeping porch, sawed and split In stove or fireplace
best offer, buys FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
home, addressing, mailing circulars.
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST.
Christian association, are 158,000
builder, l7B cash, or
Phone 2400-Jlengths;
prompt
delivery.
1S20
East
rooms
$30.
chicken
n
yards.
in
modern
Mrs.
home. Apply '
'"P1" P00,0'
Send 10 cents sliver for music, sample
garagf,
and glassed-iVIADOCT GARAGE,
venient to sanatorlums; four rooms, Fred
FOR SALE Twelv
Winchester strong; in the ITnitod States, includ-in- g
B28 North Second.
Central.
gauge
Music
Co.,
Homm,
Th. et
Ansonla
Infurmatlon.
copy,
SOUTH
SECOND.
on
600
East
glassed-l- n
Electrio and olty water.
sleeping porches, gas;
Panama and the Hawaiian
good condition; will sell or trade
Palmer,
FOK KENT
By Heptember 1, small five-roo- forpump, double
Central car line. Call 132LEast Central, FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Largest psrts house Id the state.
town for bealthseekers.
clean 447 East 174th street, New York.
barrel twwve Gauge ham- good
rooms adjoining bath with cooking
or see McMIUIn
Wood.
bouse, I22.R0 per month; watet merless.
Phone S48.
South High phone 1758-1'eninlc.
1142-J- .
Male
nntl
4111 North SUth.
Phone
1321
new
North Second,
J. Bartle,
Houses
WANTED
privilege If desired. 619 North Third.
paid. W.
FOR SALE In south highland.,creened
SOLICITORS wanted at the Elite Stu'llo
EOKT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
A Tytig ie of Unlversif Women
WANTED Real Estate
phonfl 213S-.three-rooFOR RENT Nicely nirnlshed.
cottage; rwo large
well
huuse,
113 South Seventh.
WA.VlJj;.
Thivtj wr four-roobuilt-i- n
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot has been otfanizol in Austria.
RENT
bed
ventilated
FOlt
moilorn,
completely troubles.
in porches, oak floors throughout,
one
Strictly
suitable
for
room,
caro
Box
10,
YOU have business property for eaie,
IF
very reatonnbla. Address
Thos.
Arch
Planter
II.
Juunnrts.
paysell
acci
small
women
to
Men
WANTED
and
and
very
'
real
or two gentlemen.
buy;
furnished house; five rooms, bath
416 South Third.
features; a
list ltwlth McMllllon & Wood.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
re- - T'n
Aluuijuenjue-Hontdent ana health Insurance for a com Journal.
close In; reasonable.
two porches,
ment down, balance ! llk rent. v7l Bast
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooma and pany that has
DAILY STAliK
more polley holders than WANTICU Fuiir or five-roocr
at 414 Pouth Fourth, after 5 p. m. FOR SALE Pianos, player pianos, elecKent-Roo- m
Santa Fe. or phone
Board
no
the
with
housekeeping
by
apartment
must tie worth the money;
day. any other company, call ln person at
Taue
To
terma;
tric
l)own
oicliestration
slot
new
modern
with
(Real
Five-roopianos,
owner,
furnished
house;
week or month. 602
West Central.
FOR SALE By
7:30 a. m.
Leave
AiMrcs
room 6, State National' bank building. upoculntora or agents.
Buyer, VOl RENT
furnlshea; FOR RENT Boon. with board. 218 FOR
values;
phonographs: pre-wfive-roohouse, elegantly come
largo front and back porch, garnge: for quick action,
enre Journal.
10:80 a. m.
RENT Front room, well furnished,
Arrive ...
ana
South Broedwav.
phone 108 or write
' Leave
house in the rear; rent
also
fine location; priced to asell;
u. m.
(if
12:80
use
close
Misfcellaneous
WANTED
214
bath,
adjoining
phone,
modIn;
P.
Learnard
To
new
Cleorge
WANTKD
furnished ROOM AND BOARD,
South
piano Co.,
buy five or
a week. Ell one or two gentlemen. 70Weet Stiver.
see It If you want to buy
'at 322 South Arno, or Walter.
Leave
...12:30 p. m.
ern unfurnished house, reasonable price, phone Inquire
1340-south Broaflway.
nln extra lot. ins n,in, w.....
To buy Adirondack reclining
WANTKD
Arrive
:0J
p. m.
FOR
RENT
torms: lowlands preferred. Addreis
FOR SALE Combination coal and gas
Newly furnished rooms In
four .man FOR
chair. Address Box 700. care Journal. enisy
To ATlioguenioe
RENT Otassed-l- n
FOR RENT Two comfortable furnished
(Read I'p)
porch.
FOR SALE At 1,250 each,
,,
?., cure Journal,
modern home, with private entrance:
e
range, gas water heater,
bloek South Ninth,
114 Norh Maple.
7:00
ln
board.
canyon;
beautiful
p. m.
Albuquerque
oven,
,..
good
houses on 600
Arrive...
with
Tejano
WANTED
cottages,
two
Gag
range
rooms
and bath; close in; at 413
Vlctrola, full length
Adadjustable dress
Santa Fe
eave... 4:00 p.m.
owner must sejl; city water and electric ROOMS AND GLASS sleeping porch with South Third..
climate Ideal; telephone service.
condition. C. C. Root. Journal.
form, white bnssinett bn wheels. Lloyd
worth 1,760,
Pnnta
Fe
SALE
FOR
237, post-nffiFurniture
p. in.
Arrive.
..13:46
II.
H.
Hammond,
dress
phone
1027
no
lights In allf each house spreading that
Forrester.
sick,
first
board;
MONEY
On
, FOR RENT Two furnished housekeep-sleepln- g WANTED
good
white fiber baby carriage, and two light
Arrive. ., 11 :15 a. m.
box fi5D, Albuqueraue
Espanola
on terms. City rapidly
FURNITURE REPAInlNO and upholder-Ing- .
Real- CANVAS sleeping porcn,
12'J J West
with board.
mortgage. McM'HIon A Wood.
weight slik Persian rugs.
Taos
7:30 a. m.
ing rooms with
porch; alRO
Leave...
direction. City Realty Company.
SU-803S-J.
Ervln
or
Phone
1207 East Centrah
110 per week
Central, phone 101S-FARE TO SANTA FE, 4.&0.
cottage, with sleeping porch. TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
PERSONAL
tors, 207 West Gold, phone 667.
TO TA4IS, Ull.lil).
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, 72: Redding Company.-- FOR RENT Furnished room with or C09 South Walter.
US': F.FFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT,
FOR SALE Duffet. cabinet sewing ma J. W. BHAriFlEID. watch, clock and Jew
Vals-pawithout board. 713 South Broadway.
t
"DRESSMAKING
Albuouerque
FOR RENT Corner bed room, lavatory. East Iron, phona 1970-Rlnglinc
Effecto
Headquarters
Auto
Enamel,
dressing.
chine, and kitchen table: $00 takes
Igaj Store, 210 West Central
'lry work, lift South Second.
extra large windows; In private home. WANTED Ford roadster body, must lii
Enamel on automobiles. Brother'
Valspar
FOK RENT Nicely furnlsnea rooms with
.
102S North Eighth.
AteJ
I'hone
600.
them
all.
"Take
Auto
Welch'i
611
Homestead
Morrow
SIONHTBACK
Paint.
no
llrst-clasick
1917
located:
taken.
model.
Plymouth Cottago
guaranty.
later than
centrally
table board. Phone 1327-Santa Fa Headquarters Bank Confoo-tloner- y.
fififl
'
West Coal, phone 1102-J- .
it loud Tnhlels; price $2. Pnrtlcu-trtr- s Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
Co.. phone M. 313 Went Silver.
b'VH KALE Fireless cooker, typewriter,
1010 110 South Arno.
1680-Phone
WANTED
Lealh
Sewing, Phone
$ii
fre. Welch Medicine Co., Atlanta, isfaction 40Sassured. Thos. F. Keleher
Investigate our low prices
Two large cool rooms and MAY lUKOilU HTOHK. at 315 Soutn
- FOR RENT
T-- Board and room;
REN
FOR
gtassedI'hone 1II57-West Central.
Forrester.
nml large stock of used furniture,
(iportrln.
n sleeping porch, for two.
kitchenette, nicely furnished for house
First, will pay' the highest prices for Houth
1207 East
TIME CARD
references.
FAMllIONABLlJ
"
dressmaking;
First.
ASJJIOSTOil ROOF PAINT
keeping; modern conveniences; desirable your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
;
Central.
THIS high-grad- e
Phone lOOljl- H5' Eat Central.
location. 616 West Coal.
furnltcre.
Phone R58.
KOU SALK
Brown mahogany Vietrota
paint contains no tar,
Room
RENT
FOR
hodrd
teach
and
for
fire-proand will
pitch or asphalt, is
Martha Washington newine box, tapes- WAVVEDaood
HEMSTITCH IN 0 pleating. Williams- 777-HUG CLEAKERS
ruddern homo
er, and school children. Mrs. Antolno. FOR RENT Three clean front rooms
stand the hot, dry climate of the west.
201 South Broadwa), ph.
1.!5.
in Fourth ward; old hotises not
furnished
Iry, rockora. hiRh chair, table lamp, act
for light
housekeeping
1116 Bouth Arno, phone 1607-tilt RugsrenoiCleaned
Wo also have a red, maroon and green
320
Houth
n
t
and
Fifth.
13.60
up;
need
ated.
no
no
',r
MATTRESSES
realtors
Phone
the
children.
cash;
FIRST-CLASgot
sick;
dressmaking.
uy FOR RENT Light houseVeepliig room; modern;
Our
All kinds, fl per gallon.
2014-.furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Call PM South Third.
.nteed. 218 Sooth Walter, phone
FO". SALK Dining taLlo and chairs, reply. Address Swanson. care Joifrndl, paint.
built-u- p
also
roofs with pebTTIe finish,
reasonable. Mrs. llalstead,
or itn-J- .
Bedding Co.. phones H18-combination book case and desk, libra WANTED Four or five-roonnrHiun. side and box 51 9ft board;
modern new,
ar.W'riMrt
FOR RENT One lovely bed . room.
IS34-J- .
West
twenty-fiv- e
Phone
will
Central.
last
years.
1115
North
rJ
N. Crane.
two working girls, or toachrrs, $12.50 WANTED Your piano to apply on pur- ry table, two beds, rockor and chiffonier
house with sleeping porch direct ."rum The Manrano Co.. 110 South Walnut.
ROOM. PORCH AND
BOARD, M5 a
chase of new used player
piano. must bo sold at once, cheap. 815 North ovner, on west side; consider nothing
or to one for 120. Inquire at 414
Seventh. Crana Apartment.. phoneH14.
WESTBOUND
Dally.
service: nurae'e eare If each,
month:,
tray
wa will call -- and quo!
1 or after Phona 10
Fourth.
and
12
South
and
of Silver avenue; pay $2, COO down.
Fourth
betwetn
tha
In
south
Train.
Arrive.
KOR SALE Ranches
Depart.
1679-HEm'sTITCHING done promptly
valuea that will make conservative buy- FOlt SALE Oak dining labia and six Address I.. J. Manor, care Journal.
5:80 p. m.
1
reasonable. desired. Phone
7:30
S:.lo pro.
No.
The
k
Scout....
.n..i,ia manner, nrlces
P.
IF YOU WANT to buy u runch. see Mc No. 3 Calif. I.imited.lO::io pm
lpatlrer-bottoam 11:00 am
hhuttie worm
Singer BOARD Good home cooking, rates cor-by- FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light er sit up and take notice. George
chairs;
117 n.H avenue, phone 787-week.
or
Leanard.
arts. Knight,
Mullen, north of Indian school.
the meal
FOR RENT Storeroom
No. 7 Fargo Fast . . 10 :So am 11:50 am
Wilton velvet rupr: oil Rood an new, for
housekeeping, bath adjoining room;
Hewing Machine Company.
cei Broadway and Gold.
company, 218 West No. 9 The Navajo.. .12 3S am 1:00 am
phone, water and lights furnished; also KODAK FINISHING 3 TIMES A DAY onehalf price. .Call 8M, or 101 boum FOR RENT Mnlldlng at 412 West Cop- ROBERTS-TURNEsatisfaction
SOI' Til HOUND
land
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two two furnished bed rooms: positively ns
established
havs
a
guarantees
Remember,
Ffitrtpetith.
Gold,
special
FOK SALE Livestock,
E
10:19 pm
per; suitable for garage. Inquire U.and
No. 29 El Paso Exp
Send your flnU ing t a reliable estab-on
convalescents. Mrs. W, H. Reed, phone sick; no children. '710 WeM Lead.
department.
Batik
First Saving
at
Sherman,
27
11:30 am
pal
El
406 South Walter.
. yORALE Fresh" Jersey cow. Phono I226-Return
No.
firm.
lished
Paso
posiaee
or
CARPENTERING
FOR
aome
We
Kp
have
WANTKU
SALE
Three working girls,
splendid
8.
rhone
Trust
2404-JCompany,
&
inc.,
Hanna.
Hanna
EASTUOUND
mail orders.
In , private
FOR HEALTHSEEKERS,
propositions In suburban ranches. Rob No. 2 The
teachers, to make their home with a Commercial
News. FOH ODIXJOUS and contract work, call FOH RENT Store room and cellar, ii
Fox
8:40 pm
?:1.
wagons.
pm
and
Photographers,
Navajo.,
tod
nurse
01
use
an
01
borne:
Horses.
Harness,
care, viray servlde,t
i0R SALE
Company
young, lndy; would have
No. 4 Calif. Limited 5:00 pm 5:40 pm
by 50 feet, the rear of Id South First,
Albuquerque.
207 North High, phone 1748-J- .
meals.
810 North Broadway, phone 1668-the house. Including, piano; very reasonRANCH
Look at this, must be sold ua No. s s. F. ElKht.. 7:5.5 pm 8:10 pm
f;
Second
from
street,
accessible
by
I'AINTINU
alley
414
South
hanging
Paper
at
bouse, No. 10 The S'out... 7:;o am 7:64 am
account falling health;
FOR SALE Milk cows, 146 to 100, 'even TABLE BOARD Can acemmodate two able; renl close in. Inquire
WANTED Position
U W. Gold and Central avenues. Fred Lutliy,
all work guaranteed.
miles south of town on Joe Llndlz
three persons for meals by the Fourth between U and 1 or after :20
garage, barn. Implements, with or with-- o
FROM SOUTH
at Citizens Notional bank.
08 South Edith, phone 1344-Owens,
' stock; twenty-tw- o
fruits
acres
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs. p. m.
alfalfa,
WANTED Housework by the day. Phone I
place
From El Paso B:35 pm
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 all kinds; two miles from city. Phone No. 2'
WILL EST1MATB all or any part
1645.
30
El Paso 7:00 am
von h lis Flemish Giants, doeskuius Fleming, 105 South Cedar.
From
No.
condition;
brick
lathfoot
of
1
2417-R- 1,
building; good,
or 4S.
Postofflce box
BUSINESS CHANCES
and MRS. MARSHALL'S
jour work; make a specialty
No. 30 connects at Rolen with No. 23
Rede. Black, Belgian, bucks,
Phono
private home V
EXPERIENCED
reasonable owner,
Santa Fe shops;
stenographer.
192. Old Albuquerque. N. M.
ing and alilngiing. Vv. Zl. Conver, phone opposlta See
Pecos
1744-for
Clovis,
VaRey, Kansas City and
friers. 710 West Lead, pnone i
convalescents, excellent meals, table FOR SALE First-clas- a
103
or
24H-Jterms.
write
I.
Heynaa,
shoe shop. Ad"
rates. 1107
Gulf Coast.
M rth First. AItiourqm
N. M.
FOR SALE Two saddle ponies for chll and tray service; reasonable
dress IBnx 6, care Journal.
WANTED Position aa maid" in private FLOOR BANDING
MAITKESS
We can resurface
RENOVATING
No. 2 connects at Belen with No. 2t
'
rth Tweith, phone 1161-210-dren one exceptionally goon
home. Phone
SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool
your old floors and .make them like
Clovis and points east and south.
per month FOR
SALE Poultry-g- g
horse. V w. Miller. Ban jsioro, n. k. SPECIAL summer rates.
MATTRESS RENOVATING, $J.f.O and up from
hall and bar; good lease, 813 South WANTED Work of any kind; general new and make yuur neSv floors perfect. FOR
excellent board, private room with First.
trrvn RA r'rc nnhhltu and hutchos; f'.fty
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
8070-1074--Phone
Phone
stove
I'hone
chickens.
Fat
FOR
repair.
frying
St.
or 2033-doe., elrht" bucks and u number, of sleeping porch end tray service. 491
packing. Phone slJ-brick building. CONTRACTING,
ditch digging LLT ME FIGURE with you on new and
FOR 8 ALE Two-stor- y
Ervln Bedding Compan.
frvers. cheao: going out of business. John's Episcopal Banatorluyn, phone
R. WHITE DUCKS for sale
old houses; estimates guaranteed,
215
711 a Broad- of all Kinds. Phona 1970-First; location good tor any
1911
PRIVATE TUBERCULAR SANATORIUM kind ofSouth
South Edith.
Contractor and Builder,
business.
way.
CLEANING PAER Painter and aeco-rato- r. B. Caldwell,
1416 South Edith'; excellent meals
I'Art vnnriB. Wvomlns: horses, sev
mieralp irood
phone W9-W- .
house and
Jnrn Oeodson, phone 634-SALE A five-rooFOR-- BALE Twelve
homer
Carneaujc
matched gray teams; weight special diets; general nursing; summer FOR
aH3
ODD
business.
WB
DO
small
carpentering
grocery; close In; good
pigeons, cheap. Phone 147B-WANTED Position as nurse or companMartin Carrol rates, per month, ISO. pnone I3ip-1,200 to 1,500 pounds.
Call at S16 South Seventh.
hou.e
Investigate
reasonable:;
1201
Miss
building,
or
of
best
Milk
apply
ion;
Thre
WANTED
fel crate fattened
city references.
Mountain road and First,
working glrla,
our low prices; estimates free. Phone FOR SALE924
FOR SALE Grocery store and home; Baker, 800 North Second, phone 1150-South Walter,
teaohera. to make their 'home with
North Second.
fryers.
phone
S3M-J. F. Kluken. 812 Tale.
1IU9-J- .
priced right: good terms! will take CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
young lady; would have use of all the
I WANT you to investigate my low prices
FOR SALE OR TRADE
house Including piano; very reasonable; good car as first payment. Addresa Box
and
wall
paintR.
REDS
BARGAINS IN 8. C.
cleaning, floor waxing,
on any kind of a building proposition
Inquire at 414 South 101, care Journal.
TTfSNTT ' hens, fine layers, $3 enoh;
in our new offices
car, real close . In.
ing, kalaomlnlng, and chimney sweeping; you have
Intel irnod
In view. A. B. Palmer, Bungabetween 12 and 1 or after 6:80 FOR SALE Stores, hotels, rooming Odd Job Man, phona 2083-four cock birds, II each. C P. Hay,
1768-ood shaDe. for furniture; a nice Fourth
in
Box
low
41,
Phone
Builder.
city.
m.
and
other
restaurants
p.
North
houses,
garages,
High
musical
2s
YOUNG
with
WANTED
LADY,
piano for milk ' cow, If Interested, phone
high-cla313
propositions not aovertiaea
diplomas, desires nosltlnn as music
SOS.
Board & Room locally, Roberts-TurnMONEY TO LOAN
WANTED
Co., 218 West supervisor ln
FOR RENT Ranches
publlo school, or position
I
voiNTicn TO TRADE Team ot good VVAN'i'Kb
Gold.
Morning Journal office.
opposite
aa governess in New liexlco. Arlsnna, UVM.1 'I'D LOAN Ou watcnes, dia- FOR KENT l6,(n)u-ae- r
By couple, room and board
pasture, three
work horses for vaoait lot; not
Addresa Box
Colorado, or In Texas.
In private family, or small boarding
monds, guns and everything valueoie.
New Mexico;
miles
from
Phone 1668-es to location.
Thoreau,
cara Journal.
LOST AND FOUND
Mr, B Marcus,. Ill South First.
R. M.
fenced; good gram and water,
Broadwgv, JBee, Scott house: must be east ot tracks. Address
"
.in 810
82" care Journal.
MONEY TO LOAN,
real WattH, Thoreau. N. M.
on first-clas- s
.,
VMennnr,
TYPEWRITERS
MoJ
1.000,
$1,609,
estate;
$3,000.
320 acre ot good mountain
LBASEFOR
FOR RENT Office Rooms LOST Tuesduy morning, between 311 TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled Mllllon and Wood 208 West Oold,
".'WELL CONTRACTOR
graung and agricultural, land! good
SI 3 Vcst Gold.
Thona 110.
and ropairvd.
Ribbons for every ma- - MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, walcbts grass and winter protectluA; good
South Third 'iiud 201 Kast Central,
FOR RENT Oflce rooms. Central ave
'vTh7rT?i)iYi i.snnx
room
house; too an acre per year.
nue, above Matson'a Book Store. Kor pair pants; return to 201 East Central
iiuniBs.r isnks. towere, . J. P. WolklDg
jchiUjgg, fihga 0i-?fk
reward,
Ij.utl, jULtSfJ.'lfeaUtii
1462KW,
Ibet anu Company, Auto Department,
!) West Mai'hle,
Four-roo-

RENTwellingt

l'It

V.

rent

,?E

ARE NOW LOCATED

At No.

West Gold Avenue

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor

.t

6
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DIFFICULT TUSK
NATIVE BLUE DAWSON PLUMS FINE FOR
JELLY, JAMS AND PRESERVES
Good Price for the Next Three Day. Don't Miss
This Chance.
JELLY APPLES
$1.00
40 pounds, delivered, for
These Apples Are Fine for Jelly.
FREE SOAP SPECIAL STILL ON.
Best Selection of FRUITS and VEGETABLES in
the City.

CASH

WARD'S

508 West Central.

.umpininmiu

Errffi

""

"

OR DEMOCRATS
TO UNITE PARTY
Complications Expected at
State Convention Over
Wishes of Labor, Stockmen and Soldiers.
Developments of the
llead to the belief that
cratic state convention,
be held in Albuquerque,

;i

.

"

ww

""

"

ii

past week
tho demowhich wiii
beginning
Aiitriiitt M i.mII utft
Klrnno. nffnrr
on the part of labor to impress itself
firmly upon the platform to bo
adopted and to secure the nomination for governor of a man known
to be favorable to its cause.
The livestock interests, too, will
doubtless make a determined
to bring their strength to

j
"g

pt

.

Albuquerque's

I, out

Finest
Theater

nn tVin ao m

on nf

A

tinrti

V

A

-

torial nominee and to have written
into trie piatiorm planus on taxation that will work to their relief.
The
men, too, will not
he denied their chance to express
themselves. A movement has been
started in Albuquerque which is
expected to be statewide and which
has as its object the nomination of
man ior congress, a
an
committee has been named to bring
this mutter and the general intermen before
ests of the
both the democratic and republican state conventions.
Undoubtedly the school question,
which has been given whle attention during the past several monthii.
will have to be ueau wun Dy trie
both
of
committees
platform
The democrats, being tno
parties.
I
t
n
Rt3te convention.
in Viol,
will first have to wrestle with thin
to soive u.
endeavor
question and
How to keep the schools at their
present state, of efficiency and at
tho same time reduce the taxation
burden is the problem that wii!
have to be met. The teaching
mnnv sunnorters of
anri
schools have passed resolutions in
mo,,., .nimlip. urelncr nirninst any
retrenchment In school expenditures

While

LAST TIME TODAY.

"William Jo

present

Dustin Famum

fit-a-

ay

EDWARD
LE SAINT

j

BY
BERNARD J.

DIRECTED

DUJiNING

that
impair tneir emciency.
The stock interests have passed
a cut in
resolutions demanding
taxes and have asserted mat 100
is
much money
being spent for
will

school purposes.
Ten men are menuuncu iur

jui-erno-

Lnbor For ll.mnctt.
In the labor element of tho democratic party, A. T. llannctt, former mayor of Gallup, and an attorney who has been connectedIs
union
with
affairs,
largely
fnt ibfi mibernatorial nom
He has the support of
ination.
Curry, Colfax and McKinley counties. A strong effort will be made
by the labor element in Bernalillo
county to give him the large delegation from this county. By many
conservative democrats, Mr. Hannett Is regarded as too rauicai.
of Doming, who
,T. S. Vaught,
has been attorney for tho New
Mexico Cattle and Horsegrowcrs
..Dnr.u,tir,n frtr nmriA vears. Is
strongly favored by the stock in
terests as tneir guuormummi
dldate, though the entire strength
of the stockmen is by no means behind him.
Sellers Is Strong.
Perhaps the strongest candidate
mentioned, because of his ability to
draw support from many quarters,
is Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, of AlSellers is
Colonel
buquerque.
known all over the southwest as a
developer and a booster. Ho was
the first advocate of ndequate
was
highways in New Mexico, and
..innnnr in the movement to make
this state a mecca for tourists. He
is familiar with the stock ministry
and has a wide knowledge of taxa
He is a business
tion problems.
.
.
...1 Tlio
man wno nas oeen luraaaiui.
eitv of Albuquerque, during his In
cumbency as mayor, began the
substantial growth which is rapidly
placing it in the city class. Colonel
Sellers has devoted his hest enerthe state,
gies to the upbuilding of
and as governor, his friends pay.
he would be in a position tod bring
about development of
magnitude. The colonel has a perand
friends,
lnakrs
thai
in.,
'
aujiani.v
would get many votes for the dem
ocratic tlCKCt. HIS SUIipuiirio v
best
lieve that behind him could be busiunited the stock interests, the Inter-he- r
ness interests, and the labor
of the state
senate, where he marie a good rec ord for conservative ana cubmiviive legislation.
baPK-. f
uii.-ijouit-- iiinni'i v. Pn.wpl
oy
er and stockman, is regarded and
ability
many as a man whose
knowledge 'of New Mexico would
ana aci
sit with dignity
un
-- chair. It IS
litemt "i "'
however,
democrats,
said bv many
interests are
that Hinkle's business
negsuch that he would not care tostate.
lect them in the service of the
He has made no active campaign
for the governorship, but ms namot
alwavs comes up in a discussion
fc.-ror-

OATHBOUND
Also "FOX HEWS"

Topics of the Day

HAROLD LLOYD

Starring in

x

"HIT KM AGAIN"
Regular Admission Prices
GEORGE ARLISS

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
in "THE RULING PASSION"

3
LOCAL ITEMS

IRISH REBELS SUFFER
HEAVY CASUALTIES

Coal Supply Co. Pbone 4 and 5.
Major W. H. H. Llewellen of
Las Cruces was in the! city last
night on hia way to Ias Vegas.
Former Governor M. A. Otero
and wife of Santa I'o were hero
last night.
Dr. I. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ra- y
treatments.
Phone 741.
Miss Estelle Luthy lias returnto
ed from a trip
the Pacific
coast. She was accompanied back
Miss
Louise
Krister
of Topeka.
ly
Kans., who is her house guest.
Factory wood, full truck load
ifour dollars. Hahn Coal company.
Phone 91.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Walton
have returned from a week's stay
at Tesuquo, where they were tho
guests of Mrs. W. P. Metcalf.

Cork, Aug. 27. The citizens of
Cork listened throughout the night
from midnight until early morning
to intensive machine gun and rifle
fire followed by several bomb explosions and counter rifle firing.
The troubls was due to an attack
The attack was conby irregulars.
centrated from the southeast side
of the city. The attacking force was
driven westward, but with what
asualties it is unknown. Four men
were made prisoners.
The troop In Kerry also were
the object of an attack. The irregulars were easily beaten off.
suffered heavy
The irregulars
casualties fit leaBt twenty of them
having been killed In ambush neat
Killarncy.

DEMOCRATIC STATE
DELEGATES TO BE
HOUSED BY C. OF C.

.

Illy Tbe Associated Tress.)

DEATHS

AND

wide-sprea-

.

FUNERALS

MAULER Funeral services for
Mary A. Mahler, who died
Friday afternoon at her home on
will be held
West Mountain
to the democratic Mils mnrtiin. at road,
1 rt nVlnnlr
Delegates
frnm f
stato convention, beginning here T. French's chapel, Capt. Richard
be
will
housed under
August 31,
or the salvation Army of- possibilities.
tho direction of the chamber of liuest
"
Interment will be in
ficiating.
Bratton, oi uuvn,
commerce.
, Judge
nnrVtandine
ability, has
legal
Kalrvlew
cemetery.
A list of available rooms has
frequently as a
been mentioned
been compiled for tho chamber
for Buvernor
SAVKDT'.A The funeral of Mrs.
candidate
so that when the delegates arrive Marillit.i
.
K
BAiind lpgfll- tVPe
- .
"
Savedra, who died Satur-iln- y ana represent mo
in Albuquerque, they can at once
also
is
Ho
spoken of
on of candidate.
at
her
residence
evening
obtain quarters by applying at the Harelas
held this for congress
road, will b
CarrlzoZo.
secretary's office.
at S o'clock from the famThe Bernalillo County Women's morning
man, has a
ily residence t the Sacred Heart banker and
committee has arranged for a re- church.
Burial will be at San Jose strong folluwing.
vival of the convention banquet.
From tho same county, .Lincoln,
Tho night of the thirty-fira cemetery. Crollott will have charge.
mentions, a
two other men aremanv
dinner will be given complimenyears
t
fnr
MARTIN Eugenie Martin died
tary to the visiting delegates, at yestrrday morning
commission
at her residence imember of the state tax
which there will bo addresses by on Northan
Fourth
street after a and regarded as
national and state leaders.
short Illness. Funeral
arrange- taxation as well as a conservative.
Ample provision has been made ments are
'
Crollott is In
business man
pending.
for all of the delegations sched.
fv,. state and a
charge.
uled to attend the convention.
Wide Bnuwicuiso
understanding of the
sympathetic
SANDOVAL
Frank Sandoval,
o.
i
be
;i
aged 38 y jrs, died yesterday morn- problems ry muiiy .....- thougnt
a strong race for
I ing at liis residence. 916 South
of
making
road. He is survived by Mrs. capable
ii
.
I
I Sandoval, three brothers and his governor,
Hudv
county, for
father.
The
was
to
body
taken
'
"H" Theater The great and Crollott's funeral
marshal
parlors pending
many vears United Stateshas beer,
I
only Charlie Chaplin as the star funeral arrangements.
for New Mexico, also undoubtedly
"
in
drew crowded bnus- -'
Hudspeth
mentioned.
cs at each show yesterday afterA Moslem grave in
and would have much
Turkey, once
noon and last night, and tho pi- it has been filled
in, is never re- Itrenct
belongs, however.
He
cture is being repeated today for opened on any account.
l"0
With a
to "'e f,olltlcii,n
tho last time; also repeating Hcs-'si- e view to removing the faintest more nf
the other men.
Love "The Midlanders;"
coun ;
the chance of its being defiled the ""Soy Hall,
Arriba
of Rio
and a wn
comedy, "The Black Fox," and the Moslems plant a cypress tree on
treasurer,
state
formerly
."Current Events" pictures.
every grave immediately after the of jovial and winning personality,
burial,
Theater
"The
Other
Lyric
cast
Woman," with an
C. H. COXNHU.
D. O.
headed by Jerome Patrick and
Osteopathic Specialist.
(Jane Novak, ,s being repeated
323-Stern BlflK. Tel. 701-To replace that broken window
day at the r.yrlc for the last time;
glass. Albuquerque Lumber 'Co.
also repeating tho Mermaid com-.- :
sale at
for
eggs,
0c;
fientrj's
Phone 421. M North First.
edy, "Rapid Fire."
leading groceries.
Pastime Tlicutcr Dustin Far- DR. FRANK Kj. MacCRACKEN,
num is a great film star, and he DR. IiAISY It. MacCltACKEJ.
should be seen in "Oath Round,''
Physicians.
which la being repeated for the K. P. OsteopathicPhone
Office 89-Building.
lust time today. Tho management
K9-Residence
ts'also repenting the comedy, "flit
llim Again," with Harold Lloyd
(ITV KI.RCTKIC RIKIK SHOP
s the lending star, and the "Fox
.
Biuiih Rtcuad
riiunr
ew4" pictures.
lit Call tad Dellier.
Mrs.

st

-

:

,i

Theaters Today
.

.

."

Ba-rel-

iT&VlfiSM

"Pay-Day,-

Let Us Send a Manl

!. I.

all-st-

J.

MONTE

J.

ft?-W-

has been talked of for governor,
and has lot it be known that ho
would accept. He is also o the
political lypc, but when ho was
in office was one of tho most popular men in tho state house. Just
now he seems a strong comnroniise
'
candidate.
J. D. Atwood, of Roswell, formerly a soldier, is also a figure among
thrt. possibilities.
Mr. Atwood was
tho party's candidate for lieutenant
governor in 0 20. He will have a
strong following among the
men.
How many of theso names will
bo brought before the convention
is no known, but undoubtedly
nil
will have to be reckoned with as
potential candidates.
Morrow for Congress.
For congressman, John Morrow,
the Colftx county veteran democrat, has been endorsed by his coun
Mr. Morrow is a
ty convention.
man ot ability,
He has been a
member ot the state legislature,
where he wrote the first county
high school law. He was at one
time democratic county chairman.
He is at present a regent of the
New Mexico normal university.
A. L. Zinn, of Tucumcarri, at
present a member of the state senate, is also mentioned as a candiMr. Zinn
date for congressman.
took a leading part on tho democratic side of the senate at the
1921 session. lie is a young man
full of ambition, and has considerable ability. Ho Is regarded by
some as too young.
The democrats undoubtedly are
flattered and pleased at the Interest that the labor element, is
taking in their party, and are
anxious to secure its vote, it possible. At the same time, however,
manv of the more conservative
democrats are averse to relinquish
ing their control of the helm. Many
of them, too, fear that an out and
out labor man at tho head of the
ticket would alienate many con
servative, independent voters. How
to please all elements and still put
up a. ticket that will appeal to the
voter not aligned with any party
which confronts
is the problem
democrats. And it is some problem.
Indications are that the convention
will be something more than a
I
quiet, informal affair.
The nomination ot A. A. Jones
for United States senutor will be
The other nomi
by acclamation.
nations, Indications are, wm de
after a contest.

'

CRIST0

Filmorenq Mora, chairman; Qui-riCoulter, secretary.
Precinct 11, Pajarito: 2 delegates; 7 to 8 p. m.; Cleotas San
chez home: Dolores Muniz, chairman; Cleofas Sanchez, secretary.
Precinct 12, City: 72 delegates:
3 to 6 p.
m.; Boatright Kubbejr
John Baron
Burg,
company;
chairman: Mrs. T. A. Whltcomb,
"v
I
1 secretary.
Precinct 13. Old Town: 26 del2
court
3
to
house;
m.;
p.
egates:
Jesus Romero, chairman; M, C.
Ortiz, secretary.
Voting
Precinct 14: Fan Ignacio: 4
2 to 3 p. m.; school house?
of PriNibolas Herrera, chairman; J. Ij.

0. P. PHECIMC T

G.

BE HELj) SEPT.

j

Precinct
Places and Hours
maries Announced
Central Committee.

List

of

by

secretary.
Precinct 3, Alameda;

HIGHEST CLASS
Pay Day

secretary.
Barbara: S
Precinct 15, Santa
p. m.: Archuleta
delegates: 4 to
Chavez,

EVERY

IN

tons

a Gay Day!1

(1

tary- -

S
delePrecinct 28, Atrlsco:
gates; 2 to 4 p. m.; Genio Garcia
home; M. Sanchez y Aranda,
chairman; Jose Jaramillo, secretary.
Precinct 34. Chlllll: 3 delegates:
1 to 3 p. m.; A. Gulitz home; Osias
Gutierrez, chairman; Jose E. Martinez, secretary.
dele8
Precinct 35, Duranes:
gates; 4 to 6 p. m.; school house,
Primitivo Candelarla, chairman;
George M. Armijo, secretary. 8 to 10
Precinct 16: 2 delegates;
n
a. m.; D. Gutierrez home; Espire-dioGarcia, chairman; Jose Gutierrez, secretary.

Dr. H. E. Kimble
DENTIST

4

Room

Building. Third
i, GrantCentral.

Phone

492

and

FOR SALE, AUTO
1921 FORD TOURING

GOLFERS

Charles Chaplin

320 South Fifth

IN

SET"

FOR SALE
Private sale of all furniture
and household goods at the
residence of Ivan Grunsfeld, at
V. Tljcrus Avenue.'
JO00

STftTETQURNEY

At work he wields a wicked pick,'
t
Ofttimes he lays a wayward brick;
lie toils and boils and sweats there,
There's not a job he will not shirk ;
He takes his dinner pail to work
'Cause it's lunch time when he gets there!
4

Announcement

urge me to run for
sheriff; therefore I announce
myself as a candidate for that
office subject to the democratic county convention.
RAFAEL GARCIA.
My friends

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

jtOHTE CRIST0

IN

HE

FOGG, The Jeweler

The Art Aseptic

Beauty Parlor

ffiMnS"

"TBE BLACK FOX"

411 East Central.
Will be closed all day Monday,

a.

Current Events

Regular Prices

Tuesday and Wednesday. Open
for business Thursday, 9 a. m.

FOR RENT

PREMIER

"r

AUTO

COMPANY
1003

FOR SALE

South Second

kinds of automobile
work and we also do any tynd
of machine work, and welding.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
TRY US AND SEE.
We do" all

'

OONTmCOtJS

1

TO 11 P. H.

LAST TIME TODAY

PURE MILK

y,

,

Gallup Lump

5.

Grunsfeld Bros.

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE
1920 Chalmers

Roadster;

first-clas-

421

Buy Your

Before

Coal

the Rush.

Aztec Fuel Co.
L.

Phone 251
Joe Miller, Prop.

s

WE ARE UNLOADING

Sugarite

8-- 8,

9K2--

Omera Egg

terms.

condition.
DR. CARL MULKY,
Room
Harnett Uuildlng.

Phone

Omera Lump

FOR SALE

-

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges. Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQUERQUE
DItl V LRLIiSS CAR CO. ,
Cars Delivered.

.

Fancy Chestnut

ii

$9.75 per Ton

W. Central.

RENT A CAR

ii

Save Money by Ordering Now.
It With
faction in Furnace, Heater or Range.
Use

Satis-

HEW STATE COAL COMPANY
PHONE

'

35.

We are exclusive ugents for Sugarite and Swastika

I

coal.

Guys, Transfer, and

Storage
Ws haul anything,

anywhere.
Phono

871

Night Phones

323
2033-- J

any time and

Cool Mornings Cause No Concern
With

and

12B9--

WANTED
house close

Supplied

"Help me, Spencer! My Brain Is on fire!
Where does my Duty He?"
(

Start the day right with a cosy CERRILLOS EGG COAL fire.
Breakfast In a few moments and the chill driven away.
There Is no substitute for or "just as good, as"

CERRILLOS COAL

A small

in, priced
around $2,001); three or four
rooms. Will pay cash. Must be
in fair condition,
P. Oi' BOX 521,

to tho Household

CERRILLOS EGS COAL

South Second

HAHN COAL COMPANY

-

WAY

chairhall; Torlvio Archuleta,
man; Henry Gleason, secretary.
Precinct 22, La Tljera: 2 delegates; 9 to 3 0 a. m.; Jose Domtn-guc- z
home; Carlos Griegos, chairman; Espiredlon Garcia, secretary. 3
Precinct 23: San Antonito:
delegates: 2 to 3 p. m.; Epifanlo
Garcia, chairman; Jose Crespin,
secretary.
Precinct 26, fcity: 67 delegates:
3 to 6 P. m.: J. E. Elder office, 20!)
West Gold avenue; R. P. Barnes,
chairman; D. A. Porterfield, secre- -

precinct
primaries
Republican
will be held in the various Bernalillo county precincts September 1
for the purpose ot selecting delegates to the county republican
convention to be held at the court
house, September 5.
to
of delegates
The number
which each precinct is entitled is
determined by the number of votes
cast in tho precinct at tlie Iast
election for congressman, apportioning one delegate for each 20
votes cast or fraction of over 10
votes. The votes for delegates will
be cast by ballot.Proxies for delegates will not be
recognized at the county convention unless held by a citizen resident of the precinct from which
the delegate was elected.
the primaries will be called in
each precinct September 1 at the
hours shown in the following list
which also gives the number of
delegates to be chosen; the place
of meeting and the name of the
chairman and secretary ot each
precinct.
Precinct 1, San Jose: 11 delegates; 2 to 4 p. m.: Manuel Apo-dahome; Luis Trujillo, chairman; George Blake, secretary.
Precinct 2, Del Rio: 4 delegates;
M.
6 to 8 p. m.; M. Garcia home;
Garcia, chairman; Epifanlo Chavez,

LAST TIME TODAY

,

delegates!
2 to 3 p. m.; A. M. Sandoval home;
Alfredo Sandoval, chairman; T. G.
Gonzalez, secretary.
Precinct 4, Ranchos de Albu
querque: 4 delegates; z to s p. m.;
Jose Apodaca. home; Salvador M
Garcia, chairman; Jose A. Apoda- ca, secretary.
7
dele- 5. Barelas:
LOCAL
Precinct,
gates; 7 to 8 p. m.; justice of peace
office: J. M. Barela, chairman; Simon Tafolla, secretary.
p.
Precinct 6, Padillas: 4 to
FOB
m.; 4 delegates; Nestor Savedas
home: Mariano Padilla, chairman;
Demetrio Chavez, secretary.
Precinct 7. San Antonio: 3 delegates; 2 to 3 p. m.; Venceslado
Grlegos home: V. Griego, chairman; Joso Gutierrez, secretary.
Precinct 8. Los Grlegos; - 8 dele18
Players gates; 2 to 4 p. m.;GrlegoGarcia
Albuquerque
home; Griego Garcia, phairman;
Have Signed Up For State Escolastico
Garcia, secretary.
Title Tilt; Will Leave For Precinct 9, Ranchose de Atrlsco:
7 delegates: , 4 to 6 p. m.: school
Roswell Wednesday.
house: David J. Armljo. chairman;
J. T. Young, secretary.
golfers
Albuquerque
Eighteen
Precinct 10, Escobosa: J delewill leave by motor Wednesday gates; 2 to 4 p. m.; Society hall;
morning for Roswell to take part
in the annual state tournament to
be held there starting Saturday
morning when the qualifylns round
'
will be played.
A careful analysis of the local
DYERS AND HATTERS
players, and a comparison of their
lU'G CLEANING
records, especially in tourna..ient
453. Cor. 61b and Gold
Pbono
play, with other golfers of the state,
that Albuquerque
would indicate
should have a more than even
chance with other cities of the
state.
Jack Lyons; former title
bolder, from Raton, looks like the
Watches. Jewelry.
biggest opposition facing the local
Diamonds,
men.
Lowest Frlces.
Highest Quality. Postoftice.
Among the players to enter the
Opposite
tourna.nent from Albuquerque are
118 South Fourth.
Dr. P. G. Cornish, Jr., Joe McCan-nVan
Dr.
J.
R.
J'cDonald,
Roy
Atta and Karl Aber, who have all
been mak:ng the local course In the
thirties, some of them averaging
but ono or two over par ?.6 during
the play of the past month.
Three modern light
Cornish
In practice yesterday
rooms.
housekeeping
35
shot a 37.
and 38; McCanna
over
two
in
MAPLE.
boles
NORTH
101
played eighteen
pur and nine holes in 40; McDonald, playing tho nine holest three
times, made a 37, a 38 and a 40.
Dr. Van Atta played the nine holes
once for a par and Karl Aber
turned in a 38, a 39 and a 40, Any
HOTEL WOODAUD
of theso players should have a good
cniinco at tne cnampionsnip.
rooms doing good busi22
of
However, ten other men who will
for selling
enter the tournament from here ness. GoodMrs.reason
G. S. Woodurd,
Address
are playing In the low forties and
Box 5, Grants, N. M.
in tournament play might best the
leaders.
Those who have been
shooting this type of golf all season
here and who will participate in
the event are Arthur Prager. Guldo
Gioml, A. K. Reesnr, John J. Ticr-ne- Whole milk or cream, quaniy
Leo Murphy, George S. Downbetter than city
er, Lesto.- Cooper. A, O. Simms, jtunrantced
Delivered
Charles Culpepper and F,. Naranjo. health In requirements. ti any pari
quantity
any
dully
title
(.rover Divine, present
tiio city. Butler's Dnlry. Phone
holder, has been ill for the past few of
weeks and has only played one 2405-11round n the local course for more
than a month. Although he Is enof practice, he stated yestirely
terday t: at he would defend his
title and enter the qualifying round
Tn the only round which Divine has
Horse, Wagon and Harness,
played lately, he turned in a score
also 4 ton White Truck.
of 40 for tbe nine holes.
A. B. McGaffey, one of the most
enthusiastic ot Albuquerque golfers, will leave California today In
order to participate In the play. He
will go direct to Roswell.
C. A.
Fischer, club l ro, will accompany
tho players and give some eleventh
hour advice.
Two nice houses, twenty-fiv- e
toot lots, two rooms each,
The Glldersleeve Elecfrtc Co
sleeping porches, north part ofS
311 East Central. Phone 797-town, good location. See
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or

ILL

THEATRE

PRIMARIES WILL

:l

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

STORE,

in

ii

"
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PHONE

91

'

ADDED ATTRACTION

t

"RAPID FIRE"
,

A Two

Part Mermaid Comedy
Regular Prices

